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I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

[To3i December zoi] 

[Tei@jne2oz 

[Toi@June2ozi ] 

[From Tip~ii zoz@ 

From May zoi 
[From i oeiober 2016 

Sub-project actual 
implementation period: 

Last period of extension 
approved: 

Sub Project Number: PICE-LENS2 011, Credit no.53830-LA; Grant no: H9IS0-LA; GEF 
Grant no; TF 16619 
Sub-project name: Customs capacity building on combating illegal wildlife, timber and non 
timber forest product (NTFP) trade and law enforcement 
Location: Lao Customs Department, Ministry of Finance. Address: Lan-Kang Avenue, P. O. 
Box 46, Vientiane Capital, Lao PDR, Tel: +856-20-5554-0100, Fax: +856-21 254 034 
Ministry of Finance (MOF), Lao Customs Department (LCD) 
SDA: Lao Customs Department (LCD), Ministry of Finance (MOF) 
Date grant agreement signed: 1 October 2016 

Sub-project period signed: 

Number of time extensions requested: Three (1 time was I" January 2020.31 December 
2020,2 time was 1" January-31 March 2021 and 3"time was 1 April-30 June 2021) 
Total budget allocated: 4,860,000,000 LAK or 600,000 USD. 

Total budget received from Project: 4,860,000,000 LAK or 600,000 USD 

Total Actual Expenditures: 4,670,396,232 LAK or 579,882.89 USD 

Balance US$: 20,117 11 USD 

What will be done with the balance of funds: (Tick one below) 
Veturn balance to Project 
0 Othtn: _ 

II. SUB-PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

2.L. Analysis of the Sub-project and status of achievement 
List the obiectives of the aooroved and the status of achievement: 

Sub-project Objective Actual Progress Achieved at End of Sub project Reasons for non 
achieved obicctive 

Te sub-project On Customs • To hel strengthen the selected environmental protection 
capacity building on combating management systems, specifically for 0onsevat0 of 
illegal wildlife, timber and non protected areas, enforcement of wildlife laws, and 
timber forest products (NTFPy) management of environmental asses.sent 
trade and law enforcement • To improve the LCD's capacity to target high risk wildlife 

related cargo shipments crossing Lao PDR 
• To build the LCD's capacity on combating illegal wildlife, 

timber and non-timber forest products (NTFPg trade and law 
enforcement; 

-1% the LCD's enforcement bes and 



operational effectiveness which bad a positive impact on 
strengthening customs capacity to identify and manage 
threats and risks associate 

The sub-project on Customs capacity building on combating 
illegal wildlife, timber and NTps trade and law enforcement 
had three coops nts 
Component 1 Support anti-smuggling activities and the 
customs wildlife law enforcement and development plan; 
Component 2 Capacity development for customs law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling officers against illegal 
wildlife, timbers and non-timber forest products (NTFPg trade 
Component Effective sub-project maoager at, reporting 
and coordinator 
The subproject had contributed in developing many areas, 
especially coordination ad development of the governmental 
policies, plans and strategies including strengthening capacity 
building of the LCD sector, which produced outstanding 
achievements at the end of sub-project implementation as 
follows 
Supported implementation of the international and regional 

agreements and treaties including the Convention on 
Biological Diversity (CBD), and the Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
ad Flo@ (CITES); 

Supported regional coordination under the World Customs 
Organization (WCoy, Customs Enforcement Network and 
the Regional Intelligence Liaison Office (RIL0) 
Improved the LCD's capacity on regional integration for 
wildlife trade control and monitoring, and improving 
integration and operational support for the national WENs of 
neighboring countries and the ASEAN-WEN 

The sub-project had developed and endorsed many trainings 
and educational materials and development plans. These 
outcomes had supported the existing bilateral agreements that 
were established between the Customs authorities in 
neighboring countries. There were some of key achievements 
as follows 
The Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 

development pl (CWLADP'), Terms of Reference (TOR) 
for national, regional and border checkpoint officers, Skills 
Criteria for officers of the Investigation and Suppre sion 
Division as well as the standard operating procedures (S0Pg 
that linked the LCD's lw enforcement activity to the new 
Lao.WEN strategy ad standard operating procedures, The 
four documents been endorsed hy I me 202I 
Furthermore, LCD hs approved and published them on 2L 
Jue 2021; 

The Customs law (Amended) No.8L/NA, issued by 29 June 
2020; 
Cllael, el up a toed the pole.al idol ad 
approaches for the Lao PDR to use the international 
intelligence exchange mechanism, which was provided by 
the WCo's Regional Intelligence Liaison Office (RIL0); 
fraslated the material on National Customs Enforcement 
Network (nCEN) from English into Lao language, which was 
a tool for the LCDs staff in implementing the nCEN related 
works 

Developed the suitable training materials on anti-snagging 
ad law enforcement, and trained the appropriate staff to 
ensure sustainable it for om ins to other 



LCD's staff; 
The LCD's reports 0 investigation ad suppression of 

aqua€ animals, wildlife, timbers and Dot-timber forest 
products (NTFP) cases, whch was under the customs 
ii late and jurisdiction; 

Production of educational materials and video on the 
convention on international trade in endangered species of 
wild fauna ad flora (CITES 

2.2Analysis of Outputs of the sub-project and status of achievement 
Lst the oututs of the lad the status of acheverent 

Sub-project Outputs Actual Achieved indicator at End of Sub-project Reasons for nor 
achieved out 

Component 1; Support anti 
smuggling activities and the 
Customs wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling 
deve t plan (CWLADP 
Output L.I. Strengthened national The sub-project had provided a high effort on strengthening of 
wildlife and timber anti anti-smugging and law enforcement capacities in regard to 
smuggling capability. wildlife, timbers and non-timber forest products (NTFPy), 

which included strengthening the LCD staffs capacity on 
Status: Completed intelligence collection, as 0t, and dissemination, Customs 

enforcement operations, inter-agency information sharing, and 
anti-sragghang operations. Therefore, the sub-project had 
consulted the preparation and drafting of the Customs wildlife 
law enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan 
(CWLADP'), which had key achievements as follows: 

Identified international Customs best practices, and adapted 
them to best fit the La P'DR operational environment; 
Strengthened collaborative and operational efforts between 
the Customs checkpoints, the Risk Management and 
Intelligence Unit, the Custom Management Division and the 
Investigation and Suppr n Division to ensure effective 
and efficient enforcement of the Customs law, and effectively 
supported inter-agency coordination on illegal wildlife trade; 
Established a national wildlife and environmental crime tear 
within the westistion set Suppression Division, al tie 
Custom Manag nt Division I, ll and II which included 
establishment of a dedicated intelligence team; 
Helped all parties to reach oonsensus of illegal trade of 
aquatic animals, wildlife, timbers and non-timber forest 
products (NTpg) that was inspected by the law enforcement 
agencies 

Output (1.2. The Customs The sub-project had coordinated and cooperated with all related 
wildlife law enforcement and agencies for investigation and law enforcement including the 
anti-smuggling development plan Department of Forest Inspection (DOFI), the Office of the 
(CWLADP) Supreme People's Prosecutor of the La PDR (05PP), the 

Department of Combating Environmental Crime of Laos 
Status: Completed (DCNEC) and other agencies, especially closely worked with 

law enforcement advisors based at the Department of forest 
Inspection (DOFT s a prime agency is responsible for 
investigation and enforcement activities under the Forestry 
Law207N0. 06/NA, and the Wildlife and Aquatic Law 2007 
No. 07NA, and therefore have a significant interest in the 
responses to wildlife crime which are detected or occur in 
another agency's jurisdiction, including the Department of 
Forest Inspection (DOFT)'s responsibility to investigate the 
transnational organized crime links to wildlife crime in Lao 
PDR. 



The sub-project had worked together with law enforcement 
advisors to discuss on development of the Customs wildlife law 
enforcement a0d anti-smuggling development plan 
(WLADP') which had key achievements as follows 
• Provided advices on inter-agency cooperation mechanism 

for the Lao Customs Department (LCD), the Department of 
Forest Inspection (DOD), the Office of the Supreme 
People's Prosecutor of the Lao PDR (0sP), the 
Department of Cobating Environmental Crime of Laos 
(DCNEC) at both management and operational levels 
through defied protocols and secured exchanges of 
investigation, information, transfers and referrals of criminal 
cases and joint investigation in the Customs law; 

• Developed pr and procedures nec say to conduct 
joint operational investigations of aquatic animals, wildlife, 
timbers and non-timber forest products (NTFPg crimes 
with the Department of Forest Inspection (DOFI), members 
of Lao. WEN ad other investigation task forces; 

• Advised and supported the Lao Customs Department (LCD') 
to effectively liaison with the international law enforcement 
networks, and to effectively use the information exchange 
mechanisms, which was provided by the international law 
enforcement organizations including the Regional 
Intelligence Liaison Office (RILO), the World Customs 
Organization (WOO'), and the International Criminal Police 
Organization (INTERPOL); 

• Developed the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti 
smuggling development plan (CWLADP) that integrated the 
LCD's law enforcement activities to the new Lao-WEN 
strategy; 

The Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 
development plan (CWLADP) set out the LCD's response to 
the current threat posed by wildlife crime. It outlined efforts 
and operational capacity that could be improved over the next 
fie years. Recently, the CWLADP hl been endorsed to guide 
the LCD's response to illegal wildlife trafficking occurring 
across international borders. Also, strengthened the Custom 
sector's capacity to combat the illegal wildlife teaffieling and 
to align with complement of the Lao.WEN tioral wildlife 
crime respone strategy 

Output (L): Establish focal point The sub-project had established and implemented a practical 
of the Lao Customs Department instrument and mechanism for the Lao Castors Department 
(LCD) to coordinate and make (LCD) to effectively use the international intelligence exchange 
use of international intelligence mechanisms that wes provided by the World Customs 
sharing mechanisms And study Organization (wCO), and took further efforts in collaboration 
visit on anti-smuggling operations with other international law enforceet organizations 
and good intelligence practice including the International Criminal Police Organization 
overseas (INTERPOL) as well as enhanced the LCD staffs capacity 

building through study tours abroad, wluch had key 
Status: Completed achievements as follows 

The Lao Cstoms Department (LCD) closely coordinated and 
cooperated with the Regional Intelligence Liaison Offices 
(RILO) of the World Customs Organization (WCO) and the 
Regional Ofees for Capacity Building (ROB) to obtain 
and - the standalone National Customs Enforcement 
Network (uCEN) applications, 
Appointed the responsible committees for prepanng 
installment ad management of the nCEN system, which 
included the steering committee, communicational and 
translation comittee and h gtti gig a 



management cotttee; 
February 2021, in cooperation with the WOO, the sub 

project conducted the training of techic.al for the 
lnformation ad Cornuication Technology (CT) team to 
maintain and operate the nCEN as well as the training of 
operational user tea on bow to perform data entry, report 
customization and maintain crime records. The ACEN 
platform is a web.based system permitting a closed user 
group to exchange messages via encrypted channels, in real 
time, 24-hour-aday, for the duration of an operation or 
project. Its function is lo exchange and disseminate 
information in a secure environeot, especially when tire is 
of the essence. All information on the taffieling of wildlife, 
timber of NTFP were shared with the Customs Enforcement 
Network (CEN) as well as intelligence was disseminated via 
the Regional Intelligence Liaison Officer (RILO). The ACEN 
works.bop was conducted with participants from the 
Investigation ad Suppre sion Division and other 
international, national, and local checkpoints in across the 
country, which covered various topics including the nCEN 
application with basic overview of system functionality (first 
a00es, er profile, email system, to-do and library), seizure 
and offence database with basic overview of the system and 
case studies, Suspicion database, company database, lcomm 
overview with functionality, watch lists, searches and 
matching rules; 
Tested and monitored for using the CEN at the Investigation 
and Suppre ion Division, Ofe of LCD Director General 
and the 7investigation units; 

Provided cooperation and coordination with neighboring 
countries (Vietnam, Thailand and China) as well as national 
ad international organizations on law enforcement. Alo 
participated in various meetings, discussions and 
consultations on anti-smuggling operations and good 
intelligence practice overseas. The Custom staff participated 
in the jointly combating smuggling of endangered species a 
virtual meeting for China-Laos customs authorities, which 
was held by TRAFFIC, the Wildlife Trade Monitoring 
Network and Would Wildlife Fund (Wwwp The Custom staff 
from Laos and China had exchanged experiences and 
information on combating endangered species trafficking and 
supported future joint international law enforcement against 
the two country's aquatic-animals and wildlife crimes. 

Furthermore, cooperated between the LCD and law 
enforcement agencies of neighboring countries to affectively 
improve investigations ad enforced the law on aquatic animals 
ad wildlife, which had some progresses such as 

Proceed in setting p the Advance Passenger 
Information (APT) And Passenger Name Record (PNRy 
system, which collected electronic information and data 
of air passengers before passengers arriving in or 
departure from Lao PDR te perform risk-based target 
controls on passengers and the goods that they were 
carrying including conducted a risk assessment on 
smuggling of endangered species trafficking, 
Regularly participated in international operations, such 
as Operation Thunder Ball of the World Customs 
Organization (wCo) to combat and prevent illegal 
aquatic animals and wildlife smuggling 

Set and died the Wad Customs 



(wCoy nCEN, it was the LCD's centralized database, 
which was used for analysis and intelligence 
corocatons, 

- Closely collaborated with neighboring countries to 
conduct the patrolling and collect information and data 
in some areas to inspect target groups and areas and 
established the information sources on smuggling of 
aquatic animals ad wildlife, including the smuggling of 
general goods and controlled goods. 

The sub-project had supported enhancing of the LCD staffs 
capacity building through study tours abroad including 
visited the Customs Department, Information Manage7en 
ad Investigation Center, the Laem Sabang International 
Customs Checkpoint, the Alaya International Customs 
Checkpoint and the Suvarabhumi Airport in Thailand, the 
Anti.Trafficking aad Smuggling Center, The Hai Phong 
City Customs Department, the General Custom Department 
in Vietnam, the Assam Forest Department, the Nursery and 
Reforestation Center, and the Law Enforcement Agency in 
India, The objectives were to boost cooperation with 
neighbor countries, to learn and exchange lessons, 
knowledge, working experiences and good practices on law 
enforcement, setting op the CITES urits, using of 
technological tools, inspections and investigations to 
combat ad prevent the smuggling of illegal aquatic 
animals, wildlife and timbers. The LCD"s staff had learned 
valuable experiences on law enforcement from neighboring 
countries and applied the obtained knowledge in developing 
and improving their works such as 

- Learned formulation of the legislations, strategies, 
policies and roles on management of the customs 
checkpoints at national and international levels as well 
a law on joint cooperation between the Custom 
governors and transport operators to enhance effective 
collaboration, information and data sharing and 
prevention of aquatic animals, wildlife and timbers 
smuggling 
Learned agood practice on setting up of the Information 
Management Center to manage and analyze information, 
data and risks through tde ccrv cameras systems (as 
fixed and 360degree digital cameras) that installed at 
the Customs checkpoints with 24-hour surveillancc 
monitoring team Te camera stem had been 
developed into four models including the automatic 
vehicle registration system (available in 04 languages), 
th valial ad lad luft bong yt.ms, th 
vchicle tracking and monitoring ystem & passenger 
information ad memorization system, and a 
teleconference system; 

us.d law t 6 f th technology and high 
tech gadgets and tools to analyze risks and to exchange 
information with international organizations through 
various systems, which included API, PNR, PIRICS, 
RILON, CEN, CENCOMM, aCEN, CTS, TEN, IPM, 
IRIS and E.Lock. In addition, shared a working 
experience on arrest, seizure, storage, prosecution of 
aquatic animals and wildlife crimes, and involved all 
relevant sectors in collecting information and handed 
over evidences to the responsible authorities 

of an effective 



structures such as the organizational structure of 
international, national ad local Customs checkpoints, 
assignment of responsible staff for inspecting goods, 
collecting tats and facilitating an import-export and 
international transit. Also enhanced knowledge on sing 
the risk management ystem, the Authorized Economic 
Operator (AEO) facilitated legitimate trade, reinforced 
safety and security, harmonized and standardized the 
application of Customs controls as well as provided an 
electronic environment 
Learned development of the Custom checkpoint 
management models, sing of tools and management 
mechanisms such as scanners, CCTV, risk management 

"""real +ouches, eoorton 
information sharing system with neighboring countries, 
joint cooperation between the LCD and the Department 
of Combating Environmental Crime of Laos (DCNEC) 
to monitor, inspect and receive notifications and reports 
on money laundering 
Learned how to use the Automated Maifest System 
(AMS) and AEO for express inspection of goods which 
were classified. In this case, it was necessary to send 
information from a transport operator for at least 02 
hours to check information and facilitate inspection of 
goods; 

- Learned formulation of the neighboring country's 
legislations on the Convention on International Trade in 
Eadangered Species of Wid Faus and Flora (CITES); 

Learned drafting of a memorandum of understanding 
(Mot) between the LCD and the domestic airlines for 
establishing an intercor ted system to provide freight 
and passenger's information for Customs staffs, and in 
cooperation with other organizations; 

- Exchanged lesson on container scanning, especially the 
transit goods without result printing ad expensive 
expenditure; 

- Exchanged lessons and working eponooors with thc 
India Department of Forestry on conservation of natural 
resources, vulnerable and endangered species of fauna 
ad flora, habitat and wildlife breeding. management of 
wildlife populations with rapidly increasing and density 
habitats, relocation of wildlife populations for ecological 
balances, extra caring and treatment of wildlife without 
njry or death during transport, 

- Leared using of technologies, especially CCV Ad 
other tools that reported on animal movement and 
encroachment of people in protected areas or national 
parks for 24 hours a day, 7days % week. In addition, 
establishment of the center for treatment of aquatic 
animals and wildlife that had been abused, survived by 
villager's hunting and natural disasters such as floods, 
wildfires, and earthquakes. The LCD's staff visited the 
center, which was established in 2002 and 
accorm dated many species of wildlife that had been 
conserved (treated) and returned to nature with large 
numbers; 

- The LCD's staff visited the Nursery and Plantation 
Center, there were many endangered seedlings, which 
were lanted, and most of the was local and 



could be used in industry and medicine. Planting local 
trees was al0aorebudaat forest ad also preserved 
the natural forest osystem 

. Learned a good practice on law enforcement, which 
focused on management and protection of endangered 
species of wildlife and other natural resources, and 
inspection ad monitoring of an import-export and 
transit at borders across the country; enhancing capacity 
building for the Customs staff at checkpoints to prevent 
smuggling of wildlife and prohibited goods; improving 
coordination and cooperation mechanism with the Indian 
Customs Department ad neighboring countries 
(Vietarn, Thailand ad China) to exchanged 
information ad data on wildlife crimes. 

Output(13)3: Strengthened The sub-project provided regular ad effective coordination 
cooperation ad information and collaboration on Lao-WEN anong the law enforcement 
sharing with other law agencies ad other related organizations including the LCD, 
enforcement agencies, especially DOFI, OSPP, DCNEC, EPF and World Bank. The LCD as one 
DOI the lead agency in Lao of lead agencies of Lo..WEN ad actively contributed into 
Wildlife Enforcement Network development a0d pushing implementation of Lao.-WEN 
(Lao..WEN) forward, which had the key achievements as follows 

Puticipated ad contributed in the meetings ad discussions 
Status: Completed on Lao WEN such as reviewing the roles and responsibilities 

of each lead agencies, which worked for anti-smgghng and 
prosecuting aquatic animals and wildlife cres, 
strengthening law enforcement in order to respond to current 
situation; establishment of the LWEN secretariat; and 
reviewing the working mechanisms and technical tools such 
a$ government programs, guidelines ad instructions, 
especially the Lao WEN, PWEN,DWEN frameworks; 
Maintained facilitation of legitimate trade and stopping o 
illegal wildlife trade; 

Implemented law enforcement to stop illegal wildlife trade 
and minimize transnational smuggling and disrupted criminal 
networks through inspections, investigations, collection and 
sharing of information ed intelligence, using of anti 
moggling technologies, prosecuton of individuals 
associated with sragging activities, training, education, and 
strengthening cooperation between the international Customs 
agencies and La. WEN partners, 

Developed the database on aquatic animals, wildlife, timbers 
and no-timber forest products (NTFP crimes; 

The LCD' Investigation and Suppression Division regularly 
reported the information on illegal trade of aquatic animals, 
sit/if tie.hr fr.hi ft rt 4el 
no • th la.WFN of t hr9fl ••• 
enforcement or monitoring agencies; 

Participated in many discussions about strengthening inter- 
agency coordination and joint working mechaism, concept 
of establishing the Lao.WEN secretariat, acceleration of 
cases detection, investigation ad prosecution; 

Supported and provided cooperation with lead agencies 
(LCD, DOFI, 0sPP and DCNEC) n making the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on scope and 
elements of operational cooperation and joint investigation; 
January 2021, the lead agencies of the Leo-WEN (LCD, 
DOFI, OSPP and DCNEC) and other related agencies had 
discussed on the Lao-WEN Allocation of additional funding 
to support the Lao.WEN and effective interagency law 
enforcement cooperation as well as preparation of the Lao 
WEN Framework (Lao.WNee 



The LCD served as the first and last line of defense against 
the cross-border movement of prohibited or controlled goods 
including wildlife, and played a major role in combatting the 
illegal trade. Therefore, the sub-project provided assistance 
0 development of the Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) that provided clear madates and guidelines for 
coruication ad inter-agency cooperation between the 
LCD ad the La.WEN partners, information sharing and 
exchange, tasks, and also clearly described roles and 
responsibilities for the LCD's staff for dealing with wildlife 
crime cases. The onsultation meetings on development, 
review ad adoption of the s0P% and guidelines were 
organized with participation of all relevant law enforcement 
agencies 

The $OP provided recorendaions, ad guided law 
enforcement officers through procedures, twas flexible 
framework that enabled the LCD's staff to conduct law 
enforcement and the anti-snagging activities, investigation 
the targeted wildlife crime at the national and international 
checkpoints. The SOP significantly contributed and provided 
guidance for the LCD to work together with other Lao-WEN 
agencies to carry out investigations of wildlife crimes and law 
enforcement operations 

The LCD's SOP% had been developed to align with and 
complement the Lao. WEN SO0Pg ad to guide and assist the 
LCD's stuff fee identifying illicit activity, sharing information 
and coordinating with the Lo-WEN, and conducting 
investigations that led to prosecution of top tier wildlife 
trafficking individuals and compares. The LCD's SOP% 
provided the key ad detail operational procedures including 
incident procedure, interviewing suspects, crime scene 
management, preparation of a case file, offence and penalties 
related to wildlife trafficking, evidence management, 
conducting an investigation, notifying the Lao.WEN And the 
Regional Intelligence Office (RIL0), the WCO. Also provided 
communication ad information sharing mechaisrn, ad the 
information and communication 

Component 2: Capacity 
development for customs law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling 
officers against illegal wildlife 
and timber trade 
Output(2.1 Raised staff The sub-project supported and provided an international law 
awareness of the risks posed by enforcement consultant to develop and deliver suitable training 
timber and wildlife snuggling materials on anti-srgghang and law enforcement issues. Also 
ad increased priority afforded to produced ad traslated many education materials ad video, 
the issue which had key achievements as follows 

Produced a video on the Convention on International Trade 
Status: Completed in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flor (CITES) as 

well as the signboard on stopping of import-export and transit 
of the illegal products, wildlife, timbers and plant species in 
and out from Laos, which were showcased at the national and 
international checkpoints. Furthermore, LCD has signed the 
contract to promote the CITES video with the Lao St 
laterational Sole Co., Ltd, on 25 June 202I, 
Translated the materials 0 implene t0 of National 
Customs Enforcement Network (nCEN) from English into 
Laos, and applied it for the training of techuical [Cf team on 
maintaining ad operating the BCEN as well as the training 
of user tea on howto pet.rm data 



customization ad maintain crime records in February 202], 
Developed and endorsed the Customs wildlife law 

enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan 
(CWLADP) that integrated the LCD's law enforcement 
activity to the new Lao. WEN strategy and stand 
operating procedures with close reference to Lao DR 
Forestry Strategy 2020 (FS2020), and the action plan to 
implement the law on wildlife ad aquatics, ASEAN WEN 
and the Lao PDR's National Ivory Action Plan (NLAP') and 
oversee its implementation. The CWLADP was an integral 
document for inproving cooperation and collaboration 
among the LCD and other La.WEN agencies specially 
DOFl the lead agency; 

Established and implemented a practical instrument and 
mechanism for the LCD to make effective using of the 
international intelligence exchange mechanisms provided by 
the WCo and improved collaboration with other related 
international law enforcement organizations including 
INTERPOL, 

Developed ad delivered suitable training materials on anti 
8magging and law enforcen issues including 
investigation and intelligence techniques, wildlife case 
handling in the customs context; 

Conducted the training for appropriate personal of the LCD 
to ensure sustainable capacity for ongoing training to other 
staff, worked closely with the targeted trainees. The training 
materials included essential elements of international 
standards, conventions and best practices related to wildlife 
trade including those in CITES; 

Raised awareness of the LCD's role on law enforcement in 
line with the Lao PDR legal framework in response to the 
needs ad requirements er international agreements apd 
conventions including CITES nd other issues; 

The sub-project supported the LCD's gaff to carry out 
mobile randomly-selected operations (patrolling) to frustrate, 
disrupt and inspect the targets informed by risk profiles and 
intelligence within the customs mandate and jurisdiction, and 
engaged more joint efforts among members of the Lao.WEN 
based on the agreed framework and the SOPs. 

Regularly and urgent patrolling were conducted at risk areas 
across the country, which included 7 regions of the Laos 
lo oaooad, oatoo.aado.al checkpoot. lo each 
region composed various he kpoints as follows The region l 
included Bot ad Friendchip Bridge No. M checkpoints in 
Luangamtha and Borkeo provinoes; the region II included 
Fanghok ad Lantry checkpoints in Phong»aly and Oudomay 
provinces; the region Ill included Nam Hueang, Nam Nguen, 
Luanprabang international Airport, flu Lu checkpoints i 
Luanprabang and Xayaboury provinces; the region IV included 
Nam Kan ad Nam Soy checkpoints in Huapban and 
Xiengkhuag provinces, the rpia V included Friendship 
Bridge No. I, Nam Pao, Watty International Airport ad Pak 
San checkpoints in Vientiane capital, Vientiane, Xaysomboun, 
Borlikhanay provinces; the region VI included N% P%, 
Friendship Bridge No. 3, Dansavanh, Friendship Bridge No. 2 
checkpoints in Kharoouan ad Savaoak.het provinces; and 
the region VII included Pa Kea, Norg No Khian, La Lay, 
Vang Tao checkpoints in Champasak, Salva, Sekong and 
Attapue provinces. 

The LCD's staffs took serious actions on monitoring and 



inspection of illegal trade, an import-export of aquatic animals, 
wildlife, timbers ad NTFPs, including the smuggling of 
general, control and prohibited goods. Also, worked on invoice 
clearance at the Customs checkpoints, coordination and 
collaboration with responsible officers to follow up,gather and 
investigate any wildlife crimes, which were under the LCDs 
mandated roles and responsibilities. ln addition, created the risk 
profiles and the Criminal Letelligenee Unit, developed an action 
plan on monitoring ad inspection in each Customs checkpoint, 
coordinated and monitored targets after completing the patrol, 
as well s developed the LCDs capacity building in each 

-ma_,[osomsshesipoiteos route dirt enforcement 
Output (2.2 Officers of the Lao The sub-project supported and provided an international law 
Customs Department and other enforcement consultant to develop the Customs wildlife law 
line departments under the enforcement andanti-smuggling development pla (CWLADP'), 
network of La.WEN will be Teems of Reference (TOR for national, regional and border 
trained and coached as required, checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for officers of the 
by law enforcement advisor(s) for Investigation and Suppre Division as well as the standard 
the development in law operating procedures (Os). Even through those 4 documents 
enforcement techniques and skills had been developed with detail methods, procedures, 
and to enhance inter-agency recommendations and guidance on skills, TOR_SOP necessary 
cooperation and facilitate joint for the LCD's staff to take an action on development, 
operational activities. implementation and sustainability of wildlife law enforcement 

and anti-snuggling activities. However, the sub-project also 
provided a national law enforcement expert to work together 
with the LCD on reviewing and integrating wildlife law 
enforcement's works into the Customs law. 

Te Customs Law (revised version) had been issued in 
December 2011 with the objective provided principles, 
policies, rule and measures on inport-export, transit and 
movement of the goods within the LA PDR with a view to 
encouraging investment, protecting legitimate benefits in the 
field of social, economic and national security, international 
integration, ensuring revenue collection for the state budget and 
contributing national social and economic development 
However, the Customs law was ot yet to address wildlife 
tratticling, timbers and non-timber forest products (NTFPS) 
trading issues that related poatoning inspection, detection as 
wellas prosecution process in order to ensure natural resource 
protection and protection of wildlife species mainly CITES 
species. Specially, the Customs law was pot appr0pate on 
curent circumstance of economy, society ad others 

The sub-project supported the LCD to amend the current 
Customs law that iper tporatcd strong Cutor law 
enforcement provisions for combating illicit trade of wildlife, 
timbers ad non-timber forest products (NTFP'). The 
amendment of the Customs law was intended to strengthen the 
operating framework of law enforcement for environmental 
protection and management, which had key achievements as 
follows 
Reviewed and identified existing gaps in the current Customs 

law and law enforcement of anti-smuggling; 
Provided good practices and advices on law enforcement and 

anti-smuggling provisions in the Customs law for amplifying 
Customs control and anti-smuggling operations in the supply 
chain and transportation system to close loopholes for 
contraband emphasizing illegal wildlife trade; 

Coordinated and collaborated with the Customs law drafting 
committee to revise the current Customs law by focusing on 

information on cross-border law enforcement to 

- 

Status: Completed 



combat illicit trade and transnational crime of wildlife, 
timbers and NTFPe 

Provided international best practices of Customs law 
enforcement and applied them in the context of the La P'DR, 

Provided advices on how to improve the Customs" 
investigation and operation through strengthening the 
Customs intelligence processes, information sharing and 
dissemination, detection, prosecution of cross-border illegal 
wildlife trade including national endangered species and 
CITES species in both flora and fauna; 

Conducted at least of public consultation workshops in 

relation ti proposed aendrents on the Ctors law 
enforcement and anti-sragghing together with the law 
drafting committee; 
Facilitated and built consensus among stakeholders and 
parties on proposed amendments including their roles and 
responsibilities in law enforcement 

Provided operational recommendations to use the WCO'$ 
National Customs Enforcement Network (NCEN), which was 
installed and used as a standalone system although it had 
capability to exchange information at regional and 
international level, as well as supported the LCD to establish 
a liaison mechanism with the international law enforgerent 
organizations including the WCO, RILO, INTERPOL AA 
with CITES; 
Conducted the consultation meetings among core staff of 
LCDto discuss on cross-border wildlife law enforcement. 

The LCD completely amended the Customs law with 
integrating wildlife law enforcement into some articles of 
custom law, which was endorsed by the National Assembly in 

2020, and it was being disseminated at national and local 
levels. 

Furthermore, the sub-project provided many trainings on the 
Custom sector's capacity building to combat ad prevent the 
moggling of illegal wildlife, timbers and NTTP tade, ad 
national ad international law enforcement. Due to previous 
time, there was not training curriculum for the LCDs staff that 
elated diretly lo th tf lick of wildlife, timbers al 
NTFPg, the only basic training offered by NGOs. Therefore, 
the sub project conducted the various trainings and events with 
agreat successful results in Vientiane capital, Lung Pea.bag 
and Savantakhet provinces, which included the operational 
training for enforcement and intelligence staffs with 1$ 
participants in each trainings for two weeks to raise the LCD'g 
staff awareness, improve operational skills, increase 
operational effective ss in combating wildlife, timbers and 
non-timber forest products (Nppg) smuggling; the training of 
trainers on anti-snag8hog and law enforcement issues; the 
coaching for third cohort of anti-smuggling staff who were 
focal points of CITES Unit at the national and local 
checkpoints as well as the practical tactics demonstration 
events or the operational drill 

Also promoted the activities on raising awareness of 
international regulations on international trade in endangered 
species of faun and flora, combating illegal trade of wildlife, 
timbers, NTFp% and law enforcement at national and local 
levels. Moreover, established the mechanisms for coordinating 
and collecting information ad data on wildlife, timbers ad 
NTFPs crimes and law enforcement 



The training comprised a combination of et room, group, 
and desk top and practical exercises, its curriculum focused on 
various aspects including anti-smuggling of illegal trade of 
wildlife, timbers a Tppg,as well as law enforcement. The 
sub-project significantly contributed in building the LCD'$ 
sector capacity, the LCD's staff had learned, understood and 
improved their knowledge and skills on law enforcement, 
which hadkey achievements as follows 
Enhanced awareness on drivers and consequences of 

wildlife teaffieking for countries, communities and 
econones, 
Was able to identify the commonly traded wildlife and 
derivatives in Lao PDR; 
Improved an understanding on routes, methods, actor and 
concealment methods tsed by traffickers to transport 
wildlife products in La PDR; 

Leared on the CITES process including obligations, 
permitting and species in the trade; 
Was able to conduct the risk analysis of passengers, cargo 
and locations; 

Learned on safe handling, procedures and disposal for live 
ad dead wildlife 

Clearly understood on relevant laws and regulations relating 
to wildlife, timbers and NTFPS, 

Learned on crime scene and evidence recording and 
management; 
Was able to conduct the intelligence led investigations; 

Enhanced effective communication ad cooperation with 
other lawefoegerent agencies; 

Learned oe interviewing suspects d witnesses, 
Learned on preparation of a case file for submission to the 

Office of the Supreme People's Prosecutor of Lao PDR 
(0sPP); 

Learned on advanced investigation including controlling of 
deliveries, surveillance, tracking devices and fake buys; 

Learned on large scale seizure including procedures for 
recording and sampling large scale seizures; 

Aside from the basic training curriculum, the LCD's staff 
also participated in the simulation exercise to practice and 
revise all the skills learnt during basic training, which 
learned on analyzing information, conducting risk 
assessment, developing an operational plan, conducting 
team briefings, conducting a investigative interview, 
conducting the crime scene procedures and evidence 
management, and preparing the case files. 

Regarding to the CITES's work, the sub-project had 
contributed in setting up the CITES Uit at central and local 
(at Regional Customs Management Offices), in line with the 
Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 
development plan (CWLADP) andlord by th LCD, which 
had key achievements as follows: 
Identified the status, roles, duties, scope of authority, 

organization structure ad working principle for the 
responsible units foe CITES'g works at national and local 
levels, which intergaded in the Decision on the Role and 
Duty of Customs Department No. 2826, 1552 and 2059 
(amended); 

Assigned the Information Sector of lovestigation and 
s Division, the Inspection Division, and the 



Investigation and Suppre sion Sectors in 7 regions of 
international checkpoints in across the country, the Goods 
Inspection Units in all local checkpoints, which were 
responsible for implementing the CITES's works; 
lssued the LCD's Notification on appointing the CITES focal 
points in each regions of Customs checkpoints at national and 
local levels; 

Appointed the LCD's staff for implementing detection and 
investigation techniques, 

In order to demonstrate the Government's cooperation on the 
implementation of tde CITES, the Government has issued a 
Notification No. 1364/PM0 on August 19, 20I to guide 
implementation of the Convention, which does pot allow the 
trading of endangered species of aquatic animal, wildlife and 
flora in baned list I of the CITES. Towards such conditions, 
the LCD had technical perspectives, which turned to strictly 
follow the above- mentioned Notification, The LCD had 
proposed the relevant sectors to inspect and authorize import 
ad movement through the territory of Lo PDR to the 3" 
countries, and actioned in running business among farms of 
aquatic animals, and wildlife in banned list I (CITES), which 
based on the wildlife law and international conventions 
ratified by Lao P'DR 

ln addition, the sub-project had fully provided contribution and 
collaboration with the law enforcement agencies by attending 
participating or implementing closely the CITES% work of 
other projects The sub-project supported the LCD's staff to 
enhance cooperation with the Lac.WEN lead agencies and 
others to effectively enforce the aquatic animal and wildlife 
law ad implement the CITES¢ work, which had key 
achievements ae follows 
Joined the workshop, which was orgaeized by the UNCTAD, 

the Government of Switzerland ad the HM Customs 
Department Gibraltar with the support of the CITES 
Secretariat ad tde University of Gibraltar; 
Joined the dissemination workshop, which was hold by 
DOFT, MAF on the Price Minister's Order N6. 05/PM, dated 
gy 2018 on increasing strictness of management and 
inspection of wild animals and plants are banned, action plan 
to prevent and combat crime of aquatic ad wildlife in Lao 
PD.R until 202$ and lessons learned in implementing the 
traflsftkhronn powie 
Participated in the writing report workshop, which was 
orgaired bEPF to ensure the capacity hilling foe SDA 
for effectively implementing the sub-project; 

Alluded the operational meeting on profiling tcchniqucs for 
passengers, which was organized by UNODC; 
Attended the workshop on wildlife tracking investigation, 
which was organized by the Department of Environmental 
Police; 
Participated in the training on management of the Second 
Lao Environment and Socia Project (LENS ID) project, 
which was organized by the EPF; 

Participated int 0Meting of the Steading Committee in 

Russia to share working experience ad investigation with 
another regions on combating illegal wildlife smuggling at 

national and regional levels, also updated the progress of 
CITES lemention before subritie A CITES a to 



CITES Secretariat, and shared to the Monitoring Illegal 
Killing Elephant (MIKE) especially controlling of Ivory 
domestic market, and enhancing cooperation with 
interagency such as the WO and INTERPOL, as well as 
training on using of Cw€ and others equipment; 

Participated in the virtual meeting for China-Laos custom 
authorities to jointly combating the endangered species 
mogghing, which was held by TRAFFIC, the Wildlife Trade 
Monitoring Network ad the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), 

Joined the study tours abroad in Thailand, Viet, India and 
Russia to exchange information and lesson 0 

implementation @CITES And other relevant issues; 
The LCD's staffs attended the virtual meeting with DOFI, 

OSPP, DCNEC, EPF AA World Bank on illegal wildlife 
trade activities, which discussed on strengthening the inter- 

agency coordination and joint working mechanism, concept 
of establishing the La.WEN geeretaat, • well a.$ 

acceleration of cases detection, investigation and prosecution; 
Attended the consultation meeting on implementation of the 
Lao-WEN; 
Attended the consultation meeting on identifying the three 
months future priority activities for the wildlife law 
enforcement project, which updated ad disc Ion the 
Lao.WEN'g progress, preparation of the Lao.WEN 
Operational rework (La.WEN CF), the P.WEN 
Operational Guideline, the pWEN Agreement, Revision, and 
establishment of the task force and focal points at national and 
local level; 
Attended the consultation meeting on revision of the 
Agreement No.014L/MAF, ate4 18 May 2010, regarding 
inspection and prosecution on timbers and forest resources. 

The subproject had not only supported technical aspects of 
anti-srghog and law enforcement, but also provided the 
office ad field equipment ad uniform for office working and 
patrolling, which included: Computers, battery backups, power 
supplies, Wifi network coeslot, a fas lac ho, a photocopy, 

LCD projector, a laser pointer, printers, 150 of mobile 
cameras for patrolling, a voice recorder, a Ford Ranger cat, 
safety boxes for keeping evidences, 100 uifonms, d well a S0 
signboards on stopping of import-export and transit of the 
em pow. ma"" ohm 
from Laos, which were " at the national and 
international cheel ints [see Annex l 

Component 3, The sub-projeet 
management, reporting and 
coordination 
Output (3.1). Effective work After signing the agreer on implementation of the LCD- 
programming, financial reports LENS II project, dated 15 August 2016, the LCD and the 
and monitoring in line with Environmental Protection Fund (EPF) effectively worked 
LENS-2 project guidelines, together. The LCD had appointed the project management 
manual and procedures. committee. In February 2017, the LCD had revised the project 

management cotttee, and appointed the sub-project 
Status: Completed coordinating conttee, which wa responsible for 

implementing, monitoring evaluating and reporting progress of 
the proet activities including technical, financial, 
administration and procurement aspects in line with the LENS 
II project guidelines, manual and procedures. There were some 
of key achievements as follows 



Completed the kickoff meeting on introduction of the LCD- 
LENS II project for the project management committee, the 
sub-project coordinating committee and other stakeholders; 

Opened the LCD's sub-project account and transferred the 
first installment of project budget into the LCD' sub-project 
account, 
Followed up imp tion of the project activities in each 
period; 

Prepared and submitted the quarterly, semester and annual 
reports and financial reports to the PF¢ office; 

Arranged the sub-project office at the LCD, 
Coordinated with the EPF% office for processing 

procurement of the office supplies and employment of a 
project coordinator, a finial officer and a law enforcement 
expert with the details as follows: 

Procurement of the office supplies in line with the Word 
Bank's regulations; 

- Recruitment of a project coordinator, financial officer 
ad a law enforcement expert was pr ed through 
interview ad selection, 

- Participated n the EPF% meets to discuss on 
effective implementation, monitoring ad reporting of 
the let. 

Output (3.2. Effective and on The subproject had strictly followed and implemented the 
time report of the project EPF's notifications, the progress reports and financval 

implementation progress, results documentations, results and updating of the result framework, 
and updating of the result indicators were submitted on time to the PF. A sub-project 
framework indicator financial officer was together with PF¢ face officers to 

provide finance and accounting assistances for the sub-project 
Status; Completed technical team, ad closely worked with the Project 

Management Unit and the Project Steering Committee to asst 
and manage an overall finance of the sub-project. On the other 
hand, regularly coordination with relevant sectors and agencies 
to exchange information and data 

The sub-project had prepared, updated and shared on time the 
quarterly reports, semester reports, annual reports, the agreed 
ac00, the sub-project brief, information and data 0.n 

investigation and pros tion of wildlife and forest crimes to 
the pp the Wald Bank ad other agencies as requested 
Moreover, fully provided the LCD-LENS [ls inputs to 
contribute in preparing the project appraisal document of Lao 
Landscapes and Livelihoods Project (LLL project), and one of 
key components of the LLL project is strongly associated with 
law enforcement matters, as well as supported development of 
the Lo WEN Cooperation Framework (La-WEN CF). The 
sub-project had quarterly and annually updated progress of the 
annal work pla in each year (2016-2021) and result 
indicators as well as the P'Do indicator performance in the joint 
Epp/W ienplementation support mission. In general, the sub 
project had achieved majority of its sub-project objective, 
tagets and outputs, which contributed in achievement of the 
LENS-II PDO 

2.3 Analysis of outcomes of the sub-project and status of achievement 
List the outcomes of the ved and the status of achievement 

Sub-project Outcomes Actual Achieved indicator at End of Sub-project Reasons for non 
achieved outcomes 

Outcome indicator l Recap annual target for the year 2016-2021.5% 
International illel trade Recap baseline: 0 



information report submitted by 
the LCD's lavestigation ad 
Suppression Division to Lao 
WEN and international law 
enforcement or onioning 
agencies (LENS IL. PDO 
Outcome ladicator 2) 

Outcome indicator 2 
Improvement of the score of 
futial capacity of the the 
LCD'« Investigation and 
Suppression Division 

Result achieved 5% 

The sub-project had met the targets, ad indicators had been 
achieved. The sub-project supported the LCD to implement the 
activities on anti-smuggling of aquatic animals, wildlife, 
timbers ad NTFPg trade, and law enforcement across these 
geographical borders including the international border 
checkpoints, logistics checkpoints and local border crossings 
The LCD's Investigation ad Suppression Division closely 
worked together with various agencies and sectors including 
the Department of Forest Inspection (DOF) ad the 
Department of Corbating Environmental Crime of Laos 
(DCNEC) to provide administration, communication, 
cooperation and support to the combating of wildlife 
trafficking. Also, collaborated with the Criminal Intelligence 
Unit for collecting, analyzing and disseminating intelligence 
ad information relating to all modes of smuggling including 
wildhfe. 
The Investigation and Suppression Division had regularly 
coordinated with national, regional and district officers in 
planning the field operation, collecting information and data on 
wildlife crires to ensure that information and intelligence were 
transmitted in a timely aher between central level, the 
RILO, the designated checkpoint, and intelligence and liaison 
officers. There were some of key achievements as follows 
Conduted investigations to identify companies and persons 

involved in illegal wildlife trade across borders; 

Appointed the responsible divisions as the CITES focal point 
to coordinate and collect information of the CITES trade 
between the regional and international checkpoints; 

Developed an active intelligence database, 
Maintained and updated the seizure database with 
information regarding seizures at the provincial checkpoint 

checkpoints and corresponding countries; 
Maintained an active informant database with strict 

confidentiality guidelines; 
Conducted monthly border liaison meetings with 

corresponding border officers; 
Produced a monthly report on wildlife trafficking seizures 

ad related activities; 
Regularly provided information d reports to the Lo.WEN 

Kecap arousal ta get tor the year 2Ub-Ob4Y 
Recap baseline: 18% 
Result achieved 74% 

The sub-project had met the targets, which improved the LCD 
staffs capacity on anti-smuggling of illegal aquatic animals, 
wildlife. timbers and NTps trade and law enforcements. The 
sub-project supported many aspects for effectively 
implementing the project activities such as: Allocated sufficient 
budget for operating field works; Appointed the steering 
committee, coordinating committee, the patrolling team, the 
nCENteam, the responsible divisions on implementation of the 
CITES in all region of the international checkpoints, and a 
national and international law enforcement exp v Conducted 



the trainings, meetings, work.bops and study visits in Thailand, 
Vieta, India, Russia ad the United Kingdom ; Developed 
the critical documents including the Customs wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan 
(CWLADP'), Terms of Reference (TOR) for Central, Regional 
and border checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for the 
Investigation and Suppression Division's officers as well as 
the standard operating procedures (s0Pg; Developed and 
delivered the suitable training materials on anti-snuggling and 
law enforcement issues, and trained appropnae LCD's 
personnel to ensure sustainable capacity for ongoing training to 

other staffs, Obtained and used the standalone nCEN 
applications; trained the Information and Communications 
Technology (cf) team to maintain ad operate the CEN 
applications; Trained the operational ser team on data entry, 
report customization ad maintaining of crime records; Tested 
ad monitored for using of nCEN at the Investigation and 
Suppression Division, the LCD DG's office and 7 investigation 
unite; Teas.lated the aCEN implementation materials from 
English into Lao language. There were $0me of key 
achievements as follows 

Improved the ICT staffs capacity on maintaining and 
operation of the standalone CEN Applications; 
Improved the operational user team's capacity on data entry, 
reporting customization and maintaining of crime records; 
Improved the LCD stuffs capacity on installing, testing and 
using of the standalone aCEN applications at Investigation 
and Suppression Division, the LCD DG's office and 7 
investigation units; 
Improved the LCD staffs capacity on operation of the anti 
smuggling andagood intelligence practice in abroad; 

Some of the LCD's staff were trained to be trainers on anti 
smuggling and law enforcement issues; 
Improved the law enforcement staff capacity on combating 
illegal trade of wildlife, timber and NTTPs, and law 
enforcement in Three parts (Central, Sothen and Norther 
parts of Lao PDR; 

+ Strengthened the LCD staffs knowledge on CITIES; 
Experienced the practical tactics demonstration (Operational 

Delp; 
Improved the LCD sector capacity on implementation of the 
CITES's works; 

Learned and exchanged information and experiences from 
the law enforcement agencies including the DOI, OSPP And 
DCNEC to acheve better wildlife law enforcement 
00t0Of 

Intermediate outcome indicator Recap annual target for the year 2016-2029 
Strengthened national wildlife Recap baseline: 
ad timber anti-smugging Result achieved 9 
capability through the approved The sub-project had met targets and indicators had been Customs wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling achieved. The sub-project regularly collaborated with all 

development plan (CWLADP) 
related agencies. Regarding the Lo.WEN' collaboration, the 

for joint operations between Lao LCDhadagood cooperation with other members of the Lao 
WEN including DOFI, OSPP ad DCNEC, which joined 

Customs and other members of discussions on the role and duties of each member agencies of 
La WEN the La. WEN that were responsible for investigation, 

suppression, and prosecution of wildlife crimes. Also, reviewed 
the action lines, which 



related to the LAO.WEN, P-WEN and DWEN frameworks 
Moreover, discussed on establishment of a focal point of each 
member agencies of the L.WEN i order to push forward the 
effective implementation of the Lao.WEN% work The LCD 
also provided a good cooperation, and supported development 
of the Lao.WEN CF though promoting a initial outline of the 
Lao-WENCF as already prepared by the DOFL-LENS II team 

The sub-project had provided a high effort to effectively 
enhance an interagency collaboration and operation among the 
four law enforcement agencies and efficiently contributed in 

strengthening the Lo.WEN Therefore, the sub-project 
supported strengthening the LCD sector capability on wildlife 
ad timber anti-smuggling through developing and improving 
the CWLADP for joint operations between the LCD ad other 
Lao.WEN agencies. The CWLADP set out the LCD's response 
to the current threat posed by wildlife crimes, and outlined the 
operational capacity on ombating the illegal trade of wildlife, 
timbers and NFps, in line with the La.WEN National 
Wildlife Crime Response Strategy 

The CWLADP was endorsed and used to guide the LCD staff 
for intelligence collectior, management and dissemination; for 
enhancing communication mechanisms among the LCD, 
national ad international agencies; for investigations and 
enforcement operation; for building the LCD staffs capacity, 
for evidence management; for establishing an environmental 
rime tear, for implementing the CITES protocols ad 
prosecuting wildlife crimes 

Regarding the intelligence collection, management and 
dissemination, the LCD had effectively applied the CWLADP 
in implementing their works, especially collecting, analyzing, 
validating, storing and disseminating intelligences to other 
relevant agenies. Also, conducted the risk assessment for 
offenders and consignments, and established database on 
intelligence and enforcement interventions. 

The LCD regularly corruicasted and coordinated with the 
national ad international agencies, especially the WOO to 
obtain and use the Customs Enforcement Network 
Communication Platform (CENcom), which was available for 
all international Customs Departments and wat fully supported 
by the WOO. The LCD was able to effectively operate 
investigation and law enforcement through using of 
intelligence led investigations and risk assessments to plan the 
field operations at strategic locations and the tanget areas of 
wildlife trafficking 

The LCD staffs capacity, awareness and operational skills 
were enhanced and improved to increase an operational 
effectiveness in combating wildlife, timbers and NTpPg 
smuggling. Furthermore, the LCD's staff was able to secure, 
mana$, ad maintain cvidenooo including wildlife products, 
and prosecuted wildlife crimes as well as presented the case 
files to the OSPP after completing investigations, At the same 
tin, the ten vet%lied th friied lntllime lit to 
collect and analyze information and data on wildlife, timbers 
and NTFpy snuggling, and reported to the Investigation and 
Suppression Division, Customs checkpoints and the La.WEN, 
The CwWLADP enabled the LCD's staff to effectively 
implement the CITES protocols and procedures in order to 
ensure that the trade in CITES listed spies was regulated in 

line with international conventions 



Intermediate outcome indicator 
Degree of development, adoption 
and use of wildlife, timber and 
om-timber forest products 
(NTFPs) trade control 
instruments 

Recap annual target for the year 2016-2021: 
Recap baseline: 0 
Result achieved- 9 

The sub-project had met targets, and indicators had been 
achieved The sub-project supported development of the 
Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smogghng 
development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference (TOR) for 
Central, Regional and border check point officers, Skills 
Criteria for officers of the Investigation and Suppression 
Division as well as the standard operating procedures (S0Pg), 
which linked the LCD law enforcement activity to the new 
La.WEN strategy and standard operating procedures. The four 
documents been endorsed by 18 June 2021 Furthermore, LCD 
has approved ad published them on 28 June 2021. The result 
of development, adoption and sing of the wildlife, timbers and 
non-timber forest produets (NTFPe) trade control instruments 
had contributed in setting up the CITES Unit. The endorsed 
CWLADP, TOR, SOP and skills criteria were references for 
implementation of the CITES's works, which were 
disseminated for the Customs officers at national and local 
level. Furthermore, the sub-project also worked on preparation 
and implementation of a practical instrument, mechanism and 
approach for La PDR t use the international intelligence 
chug oohowoos, lh we. provided by th WOO' 
RIL0 Then, conducted the training on installing, testing and 
monitoring for using of the ACEN applications at the 
Investigation ad Suppr ssion Division, the LCD DG's office 
ad7 investigation uits, To support the CEN training, the 
CEN aterials were translated firon English into Lao 
language, which enable trainees to have a better understanding 
on meaning of technical words and implementation of the 
nCEN 

The subproject also provided a technical assistance on revising 
the new Customs law, the LCD was together with the Customs 
law Defis Ceniee to discus on cross-border law 
enforcement to address trafficking of wildlife, timbers and 
NTPs trading is, ad to dins on monitoring, inspection, 
detection and prosecution process n order to ensure natural 
resource protection and protection of wildlife species mainly 
(II±S species, and in line with current circumstance on 
economic, social aspects ad othens Furthermore, also 
datifid th law enforcement gap, and provided vary 
amendments in the feton law to allow incorporating 
Customs law enforcement in combating illegal trade including 
endangered species under CITES and Lao PDR' national laws. 
Not only supported on techic.al assistances on law 
enforcement, but also promoted an awareness-asang 
campaigns through producing the CITES video, which aimed 
to enhance knowledge and understanding on the CITES s an 
international convention that combines wildlife and trade 
themes with a legally binding instrument for achieving 
conservation and sustainable use, the CITES video was one of 
important communicational materials for promoting and 
enhancing protection of endangered species of fauna ad flora 
as specified in the CITES. 

he subproject supported preparation, consultation, 
development, validation and official adoption of various 

documents and materials, there were sore of key achievements 
as follows 



Intermediate outcome indicator 
5:Staff of SDA and SDA partner 
institutions that received formal 
short training course or 
participate in study tours 
(number) 

Issued ad effectively enforced the Decree N,I$5$2/MOF, 
regarding implementation ad operation of the LCDs 
Investigation and Suppression Division; 

The Custom law had been amended and endorsed by the 
National Assembly on 9je 2020 ad tde Decree of the 
President of the La People's Democratic Republic on 
Enforcement of the Customs law (Amended) No.8L/NA, 
issued by 10 Agut 2020, and it was being disseminated at 
national ad local levels; 

The consultation meeting on preparation ad development of 
the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smogghng 
development plan (CWLADP'), Terms of Reference (TOR) 
for Central, Regional and border check point officers, Skills 
Criteria for officers of the Investigation and Suppression 
Division as well as the standard operating procedures ($0Ps) 
had been organized for many tires with participants from 
various related agencies such as the DOFI, OSPP, DCNEC, 
EPF, World Bank and others. In the year 2021, the 
CWLADP, TOR, SOP, and skill criteria were officially 
endorsed by the LCD, and those critical documents on 
wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling had been 
disseminated for the LCD officers at the Customs checkpoint 
across the country; 

In 20I9, the LCD completely produced CITES video, and it 
was showcased on social media uch as Facebook, YouTube 
and television channels at the Customs checkpoint across the 
country. Furthermore, LCD has signed the contract to 
promote the CITES video with the La Star International 
Sole Co., Ltd, on 29 June 202L, 

In 2020, the aCEN materials were translated from English 
into Lao language, which was applied for the virtual training 
oa aCEN a lication, o 1519re 2021 

Recap annual target for the year 2016-2021: 120 
Recap baseline: O 
Result achieved: 288 

The sub-project had met targets for receiving formal short 
training cores, and participating in study tors, and its 
indicators had been achieved The sub-project considered an 
importance in building tde LCD sector capacity on corbating 
illegal trade of wildlife and timber and law enforcement, there 
were around more than the 300 LD's staff who participated 
the trainings, meetings, workshops and study tours at national 
and international levels to learn and exchange lessons, 
verienees and mechaise for pa.agerent of quatic 
animals ad wildlife, natural eouroes and law enforcement 
with other law enforcement agencies, the international 
hate, pt tort$4£dpn "hr re one of 
key achievements a follow 
The two LCD staff had participated in the writing report 

workshop on 7.$ June 2017 that organized by the PF 4 
improve the LCD stuffs capacity on effective 
implementation of the project activities; 

The six LCD staff had attended in the operational meeting on 
profiling techniques for passengers, which was organized by 
the UNODC Ad the sub-project funded a daily subsistence 
allowance (DSA) and travel cost for a participant from the 
Custom checkpoint of Luagphabang airport; 

The two LCD staff had attended the S days training on 



wildlife tracking investigation, which was held by the 
Department of Environmental Police; 

In order to initiate driving a project work plan on anti 
smuggling and law enforcement, in 2017 the sub-project had 
organized the dissemination workshop on combating illegal 
trade of wildlife, timbers ad NTFP% and law enforcement 
for the LCD's star ie the Central, Sothemn ad Norther 
parts of La PpR_ which discussed on a project work pla of 
the LCD-LENS II project, strengthened knowledge 
background for the LCD's staff on CITES. The three 
workshops had been organized with total $5 participants (3 
females) in Vientiane capital, total 45 participants (# 
females) in Luangphabang province, and total 40 participants 
(2females) in Savannakhet province; 

The ten LCD staff from the Customs Management Division 
I, III, V,VI and VII had joined the study tours abroad such 
as visiting the Customs Department, Information 
Management and Investigation Center, The Laem Sabang 
International Customs Checkpoint, the Alaya International 
Customs Checkpoint ad the Suvarabhumi Airport in 

Thailand; 
The eight LCD senior officials including a Deputy Director 

General, Deputy Director of Division and others were from 
the Customs Management Division I, V 4 VI hd joined 
the study tours, which visited the Anti-Trafficking and 
Smuggling Center, the Hai Phong City Customs Department, 
ad the General Customs Department in Vietnarn; 

The twLCD staff were together with other 22 members of 
the La.WEN including DOFL, OSPP and DCNEC to visit 
the Assam Forest Department, the Nursery ad Reforestation 
Center, ad the Law Enforcement Ageney in India; 

The two LCD delegates were together with the national and 
intergovernmental agencies, the international and national 
on-governmental agencies and the private sector entity, 
which technically qualified in protection, conservation ad 
management of fauna ad flora, had joined te 70Meeting 
of the Standing Committee in Russia to discuss on the 
Article XIII of Convention and Resolution Conf. 14.3 on 
Compliance and enforcement, which focused on 
management of exporting the Dalbergia cochinchinensis, the 
national legislation, the CITES authorities, compliance and 
law enforcement, monitoring of wildlife farms and related 
trade, as well as public awareness and outreach campaigns, 

The seventy--one LCD staff had participated in the 
consultation meeting ad endorsement of the Customs 
wildlife law enforoerent ad anti-smuggling development 
plan (CWLADP'), Terms of Reference (TOR) for Central, 
Regional and border check point officers, Skills Criteria for 
officers of the Investigation ad Suppression Division as 
well as the standard operating procedures (S0Pe); 

The five LCD.r staff were trained on instalment, 
operation and maintaining of tde pCEN applications, which 
became trainers for other LCD staff; 

The international experts from WOO were invited for 
facilitating the aCEN installation and the virtual training for 
the LCD's staff to test and use the nCEN applications; 

The thirty-five LCD staff had .• in the virtual 



Intermediate outcome indicator 6 
Raised staff awareness and 
enhanced capabilities to address 
the risks posed by timber and 
wildlife smuggling 

training on preparing and implementing a practical 
instrument, mechanism ad approach for the La PDR to use 
the international intelligence exchange mechanism, which 
was provided by the WCO's RLO. Also, the LCD staff was 
trained on installing, testing, using and maintaining of the 
CEN applications; 

The thirty-five LCD staff were trained on data entry, 
reporting, customization and maintaining of crime records; 

The thirty-five LCD staff had participated in the training on 
intelligence handling, risk as ssment and passenger 
profiling, which was held oe1725February 2020; 

The LCD was a focal point for implementing the Global 
Operation DEMETER V; 

TheLCD staff had participated in the two online trainings on 
illegal wilife trade under the WCO Environment 
Programme and the Customs operational practices for the 
concept of a Compendium of Customs Operational Practices 
for Enforcement and Seizures (COPES) under the WCO 
INAMA 

Recap annual target for the year 2016-2021. 85% 
Recap baseline 0 
Result achieved 90% 

The sub-project had met targets, and indicators had beet 
achieved. The sub-project had conducted the awareness and 
communication activities, specially the training for the law 
enforcement officers on combating of wildlife trafficking at 
border check points; building their awareness and motivation 
with various topics including development of awareness on 
transnational illegal wildlife trafficking involving the Lao PDR 
ad other neighboring countries, promoting motivation to 
combat illegal wildlife trafficking enhancing an understanding 
of wildlife products ad the modus operandi of traffickers; 
introducing the CITES; and improving knowledge on wildlife 
laws in Lao PDR and the safe handling of wildlife. The LCD 
had conducted the pre and post training ast ments of each 
training activities including a skills assessment. This was a self 
as.es.sent, which go much was opened to individual 
interpretation and all participants rated their level of training 
Furthermore, also conducted the pre and post training course 
test, all participants answered L5 questions on basic wildlife 
enforcement topics, which was conducted prior to and on 
completion of the training. The assess twas anonymous and 
individual officers were not identified, and was able to evaluate 
ad measure the attendee's knowledge prior to training and an 
impact of the training. Before implementing the LCD-LENS II 
project, the LCD's staff received a limited training on law 
enforcement skills and no focus-on wildlife trafficking. The 
wildlife related training had only been undertaken by a few 
participants and was limited to post academy training supplied 
by NGO's. 

The sub-project had raised staff awareness and enhanced 
abilitia t¢ address the timbers and wildlife truggling 
issues in various areas across the country, with participation of 
senior officers from relevant divisions including the Watty 
Airport and Friendship Bridge #n in central part; the 
international checkpoints in Northern part including Luang 
Prabang. Lang Namtha, Oudomay, Houapha, Xieng 
Khoua Bole6, Xa Fonsali ad Vientiane inces 



and the international checkpoints in Southern part including 
Bolikharmory, Khamoue, Champs sa.k, Sava.akbet, Attapue 
ad Salavan provinces 

The sub-project bad measured a percentage of awareness 
raising and capabilities enhancing activities at before and the 
end of each activity, the LCD carried out an evaluation of the 
trainings ad activities by using an evaluation form distributed 
to participants. The result of pre and post training assessments 
was a basic indicator, which was translated and differently 
interpreted. For instance, the percentage of tde LCD's 
awareness and motivation was up to94% after completing the 
training on combating of illegal wildlife, timbers and NTFPS 
trade and law enforcement in three parts of La PDR. The 
ass¢ met showed the LCD's gff basic knowledge on 
wildlife trafficking and general law enforcement skills such as 
arresting interviewing and procedures were improved during 
the training course. 

Furthermore, the subproject also produced the signboard on 
stopping of import-export ad transit of the illegal products, 
wildlife, timbers and plant species in and out from Laos, which 
were showcased at the national and international checkpoints 
Also produced the CITES video that provided useful 
knowledge and information on the CITES to promote 
awareness on stopping of wildlife trafficking, wildlife 
enforcement and anti-sraggling, which displayed at the public 
sites. The LCD had submitted a letter on requesting of 
permission from the Ministry of Finance (MOF) to upload the 
CITES video on their website, Facebook and other social media 
channels such the LCD ad EPFs websites, and the national 
television channel. In previous times, the LCD displayed the 
CITES video in the consultation meeting on the consultation 
meeting on revision of the draft Customs wildlife law 
enforcement ad anti-smuggling development plan 
(CWLADP), Terms of Reference (TOR) for Central, Regional 
and border check point officers, Skills Criteria for officers of 
the Investigation ad Suppression Division as well as the 
standard operating procedures (S0Rs) in Agust 2020. The 
LCD also presented the CITES video to the LCD's staff who 
work on wildlife enforcement and anti-sroagghung issue at 
border checkpoints, as well s promoted the CITES video via 
social media such as Facebook, You Tube and television 
channels. This video helped people to have more 
understanding about the CITES and increasing of their 
we.di.ss on stop wildlife trafficking. furthermore, LCD ha 
igt th contnt tie poet t (Te ides with the Lao 

h[8Is!socs.tu.e ewe 2o21 
Intermediate outcome indicator 7: Recap annual target tor the year 6 
Suitable training material on anti. Recap baseline: O 
smuggling and law enforcement Result achieved: 6 
issues developed and delivered 
and incorporated unto the 
curriculum of the customs 
training center 

The sub project had met targets and its indicators had been 
achieved. The sub-project had developed the robust materials 
and plans that confer various divisions and sectors with specific 
roles and responsibilities including th dietinet authority to 
investigate and enforce laws and prevent the transnational 
wildlife trafficking at national and regional levels The sub 
project supported the Government of Las (GoL) to meet its 
national and international obligations, and to establish a clear 
national commitment, through action, and to enforce Lao laws 
and . e. to il» itdlife %a iath 



those that involved the CITES listed species and transnational 
and organized criminal groups. 
Those suitable training materials were significant tools for 
strengthening the LCD's staff capacity to combat trafficking of 
illegal wildlife, which aligned with ad complement the Lao 
WEN National Wildlife Crime Response Strategy. Also, 
provided guidance on the LCD's roles and responsibilities to 
target high risk wildlife related cargo shipments crossing the 
La PDR And provided the strategic leadership in development, 
implementation and sustainability of the wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smog.hog activities. Furthenmors, 
enabled the LCD'g staff to improve their nee ary skills on 
prevention of transnational wildlife trafficking. In addition, 
provided flexible framework that enabled the LCD staff to 
conduct the law enforcement and anti-smuggling activities, and 
investigations of the targeting wildlife crimes at international 
borders, and guided the LCD to work together with Lao.WEN 
agencies for carrying out investigation of the major wildlife 
crime dlaw enforcement operation which involved 
participation of two or more agencies. There were some of key 
achievements as follows 
Developed ad endorsed the Customs wildlife law 

enforcement ad anti-srgghung development plan 
(CWLADP'), which was an integral document for irproving 
cooperation and collaboration among the LCD nd other law 
enforcement agencies in the Lao.WEN especially DOFlas a 
lead agency; 

Developed the basi training materials to improve the LCD 
staffs capacity on law enforcement and anti-smuggling of 
wildlife, timbers ad NTpp in each ares of the central, 
southern and norther parts of Lao PDR, which included the 
terms of reference (TOR, a standard operating procedure 
($OP) and skill criteria for anti-snuggling staff. The 
approved training materials were applied in the thee 
trainings, which covered vaious topics such as awareness 
raising, wildlife ad derivative identification, modus 
operandi of traffickers, CITES, risk assessments, handling 
wildlife, laws and regulations, crime scene and evidence 
recording and management, conducting an investigation, 
cooperation ad corruicaion, conducting a interview, 
case pc essing, advanced investigation, large scale seizure, 
as well as conducted the simulation exercise, 
Tenslated the CEN implementation material from English 
nto Lao language, the system was developed by the World 
Customs Organization (WCO to assist the state members in 
collecting and storing information on national customs 
enforcement, such as arrest recording, foreclosures, criminal 
records, and other personal or criminal information. The 
nCEN system is also a electronic system that facilitates 
exchange of information between regional and international 
customs authorities. At the same time, the nCEN system can 
be usedasastandalone or networked environment, which the 
Customs Department can choose to integrate with the 
Customs drive system such as Asycuda, API / PNR and 
others. However, English laguage still was one of 
challenges for the LCD's staff to have clearly and accurately 
understanding on tech l words and meaning of the nCEN 
context, the sub-project considered the importance of ACEN 
materials, which needed to use tor + tir the ACENg 



Intermediate outcome indicator 8 
Wildlife crime cases detected by 
law enforcement officers of 
$DAs supported by the project 
(number) (cumulative) 

work Therefore, provided the Lao translation of CEN 
materials. It was a moder tool to enable the LCDs staff to 
have more understanding o EN context, and also share 
and analyze data quickly, securely and efficiently 
fuherote,a fiowide sunary of arrest statistics was 
centralized and timely, as all local records were centrally 
accessible t all times. The system also improves analytical 
capabilities in terms of controlling the destination of illegal 
transport, enabling alert systems to prevent and curb real 
time tax violations. The ACEN system is one of the databases 
that can help in risk management, which contributes in 

the Lao taxes 
Recap annual taget for the year 360 
Recap baseline: IO 
Result achieved 370 

The sub-project head met targets, and indicators had been 
achieved. The sub-project had enhanced strength and 
effectiveness of the LCD'gs staff to prevent and deteet wildlife 
crimes through implementation of various activities such a 
patrolling, check point control and so on. The LCD had 
identified focal points, patrolled some risk areas, and carried 
out professional operations to prevent and control smugging of 
aquatic animals, wildlife, timbers, NTPg. Also identified 
the hug-nsk areas tor local-trail.oral sruggllng and along the 
borders, and conducted the prompting mobile inspections n 
each province, ad had great attention to patrols and 
surveillance. At the same time, appointed the Custom 
authorities to be stationed at each border checkpoints 

The LCD worked together with the international, national and 
local checkpoints as well as other law enforcement agencies to 
cooperate and collaborate for patrolling the vulnerable spot lo 

inspeet illegal trade of aquatic animals, wildlife and timbers, 
NTpe, general goods and controlled products. Furthermore, 
inspected the irport export of goods, invoices in various 
checkpoints, and also coordinated with checkpoint officials to 
follow tu the field operation and information of the wildlife 
criminal cages. The sub-project had significantly contributed in 

developing the LCD staffs capability on anti-smuggling of 
illegal aquatic aimals, wildlife, timber ad NTFPS trade, and 
law enforcement. There were many wildlife inspections and 
seizures, and ome cases were referred to the PO! for further 
investigation and processing with details as follows: 

[n 2016, the number of timber cases was I0, wildlife case 
was 0 A NTFP% case wag 0, the Investigation and 
Suppression Division's officers was together with all relevant 
sectors to record confiscation of timbers, and safely and legally 
conducted interviews and interrogations to collect information 
for investigations, evidence gathering, and prosecutions. Also, 
all [ timber cases were investigated ad voled 

[n 2017, the number of timber cases was 24, wildlife case 
was 6ad NIP case was 0. Regarding the wildlife cases, 
there were some details as follows 
• Seized total 396 baskets of Gekko (Gelbkoidae sp.) on 6° 

July 2017; 
Seized wild pig with total weight of 1$ Kgs ad Water 

Dragon (Pysignathus cocincimus) with total weight of 25 Kg 
on 23Aust 2017; 



Seized wildlife with total weight of 0.051 Tones on 24 
August 2017; 

Seized 30 Forest Crested Lizards (Calotes emma p), 3S 
turtles and 7snakes Ge 1s October 201, these case were 
referred t POFI for further investigation and pr sing; 

Seized 13 pieces of Rhine Horn with at the Wattary 
International Airport, on 10 September 2017; 
Also seized S pieces of Rhino Hor with total weight of 
L.10 Kgs at the Wattay International Airport, on 24 
October 2017 

n 20I8, the number of timber cases was 46, wildlife case 
was0and NTFPs east was 0. The 44cases were investigated 
and resolved but2cases were still pending with investigation 

stages, the 2 of these cases were referred to the POI for 
further investigation and pro¢ mg 

[ 2019, the number of timber cases was S5, wildlife case 
wa8ad Tpp% case was 4. Regarding the wildlife cases, 
there were some details as follows 
Seized3 wild pigs o 27My 2019% 
Seized Civet, Muntjac, wild pigs, Bangal Monitor (/aram 

begalesis) on 10 July 2019, which included 8 wild 
animals; 

• Seized Civet (Verridae), Muntjac, wild pigs, Bangal 
Monitor (Varas bemgaleris) on 10 j 2019, which 
included 8 wild animals; 

Seized Porcupine (Hytrir brachywre), Southere Serow 
(Naemorhedus sumatresis), wild pigs on 26 July 2019, 
which included 3 wild animals; 

Seized wild animals with total weight of S6 Kgs on 4 
November 2019 

• Seized wild animals with total weight of 7I Kgs on 5 
November 2019; 

Seized wild animals with total weight of 92 Kgs on 22" 
November 2019, 

+ Seized wild pigs with total weight of 33 Kgs on 3 
December 2019, 

• Seized wild animals with total weight of 83 Kgs on 25 
December 2019, 

In 2020, the number of timber cases was 45, wildlife case 
was3ad NTFPg case wt.Te5cases were investigated 
and resolved but 44cases were still pending with investigation 

stage. The 2 of these cases were referred to the POT fer 
further investigation and processing. Regarding the wildlife 
cases, there were some details as follows 
Seized IO Civet (Viverridee) oe 29 August 2020; 
Seized 240 Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) on 11 September 

2020; 
Seized 10,000 Sea turtles (Chelomioidea) on 11 September 

2020. 
From January to Jue 2021, the number of timber cases 

was$, wildlife case was0ad NTpp ease was0,The 5cases 
were referred to the POI for further investigation and 
processing investigated 



Year Current Cases leted Cases 
Timber NTFPs Aquatic Animal Timber NTFPS Aquatic 

Wildlife Animal- 
Wildlife 

2016 10 0 0 10 0 0 
2017 24 0 6 18 0 0 

(lcase was 
referred to POFL 

for further 
investigation and 

n 
2018 46 0 0 44 0 0 

(6case was 
referred to POFI 

for further 
investigation and 

2019 4 8 53 l 8 
(case was 

referred to POF 
for further 

investigation and 

2020 45 1 3(Two cases 1 
were referred to 
POFI for further 
investigation and 

2021 5(All cases were 0 0 5 0 0 
(January referred to POFT 

-June) for further 
investigation and 

uh-project Uutcomes Actual Achieved indicator at End of Subproject Reasons for non 
hieved outcomes 

Intermediate outcome indicator Recap annual target for the year. IO 

Cumulative percentage of AWPB ehlie 0 
spent to implement the project Result achieved 96.64% 
avile» The AWPB was spent to implement the project activities, 

which had not met targets, but it had been achieved 96.64%. 
Fvwn thwgh, the le-project hod submitted letters on SP no 
cost extension to the PF for times, tde extension was 
from 1" Jury 2020 to 31 December 2020, the 2" 
extension was from 1 January to 31 Mach 2021, and the 
extension was from 1"April t 30 June 202L. However, the 
sub-project was able to finish with amount 6 $79882.$9 
USD as specify in each fiscal year (FY) of project budget. The 
total for in the was 



4,860,000,00o Kip or cqurvalent 600,000 U'SD, this included a 
10% reserve (54,545 USD) with following details: 

AWPBin 2016 
[ 2016, activities head been impler nted yet, so the budget 
had not been used 

+ AWPB in 2017 
The Actual budget for implementing the project activities was 
545,455 USD 
Expenditure of component! was 165$2 USD 
Expenditure of component2 was 27,015 USD 
Expenditure of component 3 was 13,652 USD 
The Actual expenditure of three components was 56,319 USD 
The ctual budget remaining for implementing the project 
activities was $45,455 -56,319 489,136 USD 

• AWPBin 2018 
The actual budget for implementing the project activities was 
489,136 USD. 
Expenditure of component l was = 108,$71 USD 
Expenditure of component 2 wa 73,$41 USD 
Expenditure of component 3 was 2$,007 USD 
The actual expenditure of thee comp nts we 207,119 
USD 
The actual budget remaining for implementing the project 
activities was 489,136 207,119 282,017 U$SD 

+ AWPB i 2019 
The actual budget for implementing the project activities was 
- 282.017 0SD 
Expenditure of component l was 92$0 USD 
Expenditure of component2 was 114,725 USD 
Expenditure of component 3 was 39,019 USD 
Te actual expenditure of three components w 162,993 
USD 
The actual budget remaining for implementing the project 
activities was 282,017- 162,993 119,024 USD. 

AWPB in 2020 
The actual budget for implementing the project activities was 

11904USD. However, the sub-project had added 10% 
reserve (54,5$45 USD) in this fiscal budget 2020, so the 2020 
actual budget was 119,024 +$4,$4$(4 I0% reserve) 
173,569 U$SD. 
Expenditure of component l was 1$,000 USD 
Expenditure of component 2 was 94250 USD 
Expenditure of component 3 was 4$,301 U'SD 
he actual expenditure of three components was 80,654.33 
USD 
The actual budget remaining for implementing the project 
activities was 173,569 - 80,654.33 92,914.67 USD 

AWPBin 2021 
The actual budget for implementing the project activities was 
92,914.67 USD 
Expenditure of component I was 18,136 USD 
Expenditure of component 2 was 63,434 USD 
Expenditure of component was 11,325 USD 
The actual expenditure of three components we 72,796.89 
UsD. 
The actual budget remaining for implementing the project 
activities was 92,914.67 72,796.89 20,I1711 USD 



2.4 Status of the institutional arrangements 
Please present the implementation arrangements that were established to carry out the Sub 
project implementation in coordination and cooperation with other stakeholders. It may 
include capacity improvement and/or challenges within the SDA. 

In order to effectively implement the Customs capacity building on combating illegal 
wildlife, timbers and non-timber forest products (NTFPs) trade and law enforcement project, 
to enhance coordination and cooperation with law enforcement agencies and other 
stakeholders, the LCD had appointed the sub-project coordinating committee, which was 
responsible for implementing, monitoring, evaluating and reporting the progress of project 
activities including technical, financial, administrative and procurement aspects in line with 
the LENS II project guidelines, manual and procedures. Also, established a national wildlife 
and environmental crime team within the Customs Control, the Inspection and Investigation 
and Suppression Division I, 2 and 3 including creation the dedicated intelligence team 
Furthermore, appointed the responsible committees for setting up and managing the nCEN 
system, which included the steering committee, communicational and translation committee, 
and the setting up, using and management committee. The LCD had assigned the Information 
Sector of Investigation and Suppression Division, the Investigation and Suppression Sectors 
in 7 regions of international checkpoints in across the country, the Goods Inspection Units at 
all local checkpoints, which were responsible for implementing the CITES's works 

The subproject coordinating committee also provided administration, communication, 
cooperation and supports on implementation of the project activities at the international, 
national and local levels, and collaborated with other law enforcement agencies to take 
actions on combating of wildlife trafficking, and collecting, analyzing and disseminating 
intelligence and information relating to all modes of smuggling, including wildlife. 

Regarding to the CITES, the LCD had actively and effectively contributed in pushing 
the CITES work forward in Lao PDR in order to ensure sustainability of international trade in 
endangered species of wild fauna and flora. The LCD's staff usually involved in liaising with 
the CITES Management Authority (CITES-MA,) within the Department of Forests (DOFI) 
and the CITES Scientific Authority (CITES-SA). Also, coordinated with responsible 
divisions for implementing the CITES at the national and local checkpoints. In addition, 
monthly reported all CITES trades to the CITES-MA, and contributed in the CITES 
Conference of Parties (CITES-COP) and the Standing Committee Meetings, as well as 
authenticated permits for import, export or re-export of the CITES listed specimens. 

Throughout a period of the sub-project implementation, the sub-project not only 
prioritized development of the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 
development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference (TOR) for Central, Regional and border 
check point officers, Skills Criteria for officers of the Investigation and Suppression Division 
as well as the standard operating procedures (SOPs), and other suitable training material on 
anti-smuggling and law enforcement issues, but also focused development of the Customs 
law enforcement and anti-smuggling staff's capacity on combating illegal wildlife and timber 
trade. The LCD's staff had received and participated in various good technical and practical 
trainings, meetings and workshops, this enabled the LCD's staff to improve their knowledge, 
capacities and skills on combating illegal wildlife, timber and non-timber forest product 
(NTFP) trade and law enforcement. Furthermore, attended other workshops such as the 
online trainings on illegal wildlife trade under the WCO's Environment Programme as well as 
the Customs Operational Practices for Enforcement and Seizures (COPES) under the WCO 
INAMA project, the training for the LCD's staff on intelligence handling, risk assessment 



and passenger profiling, the operational training, the workshop on testing and monitoring for 
using of the nCEN system, the training for operational user team on performing data entry, 
report customization and maintain crime records and so on. After training, the LCD's staff 
was able to apply an obtained knowledge in anti-smuggling of wildlife trade including 
patrols, investigation, prosecution and coordination with other law enforcement agencies 

According to the agreement, the sub-project had started implementation of the project 
activities by October 1, 2016 and expected to complete by December 31, 2019. However, the 
project actually started in May 2017 due to delay in appointing the project coordinator, other 
challenges on administration, management and improvement of the LCD's organizational 
structure, and outbreak of COVID-I9 pandemic and the country was in lockdown in April 
2020. Therefore, some of the activities, meetings, workshops and trainings were postponed 
The LCD was not able to implement some of the project activities as specified in the annual 
work plan. Therefore, the sub-project had submitted letters on SP no-cost extension to the 
EPF, the I extension was from 1 January 2020 10 31 December 2020 (renewal of the PICE 
LENS II project for 12 months), the 2" extension was from 1 January to 31 March 2021 
(renewal of the PICE-LENS II project for 3 months) and the 3" extension was from 1" April to 
30" June 2021 (renewal of the PICE-LENS II project for 3 months) The EPF had agreed to 
extend the sub-project with no cost to completely continue implementation of the pending 
activities. 

On the other hand, changing and transferring the position of governmental officials 
and the project officers, and delay of approving the action plan was one of the challenges for 
implementing the project activities, and coordinating and collaborating with other 
stakeholders were not smooth, and some activities had not been implemented as scheduled in 
the work plan. The sub-project had provided high efforts to increase consultations, 
coordination, cooperation and exchange of information among the LCD's team members, the 
EPF and other related sectors. Also focused on implementation of the activities as scheduled 
quarterly, avoiding any delays. After situation of €OVID-19 pandemic was better and the 
Government of Laos (GoL) announced to return to normal situation. The sub-project had 
pushed the activities forward immediately to ensure the project achievements 

2.5. Implementation of the sub-project component and achievements of outputs 
This section shall describe each actual activity, its achievement and provide details of the 
outputs in the Annex section. 

Activities for Output l: Anti-smuggling and law enforcement strategy development 
I. The sub-project had strengthened the LCD staff's capability on anti-smuggling the 

national wildlife, timbers and NTFPs trade, especially improving capacity on using the 
nCEN application with basic overview of system functionality (first access, user profile, 
email system, to-do and library), seizure and offence database with basic overview of the 
system and case studies, suspicion database, company database, lcomm overview wth 
functionality, Watch lists, searches, matching mules, data entry, report customization and 
maintain crime records. Also, law enforcement and intelligence officers were trained for 
raising awareness, improving operational skills, increasing operational effectiveness in 
combating illegal wildlife, timber and non-timber forest produet (NTFP) trade and law 
enforcement as well as joined the practical demonstration events (Operational Drill). 
The LCD's staff had joined the study tours abroad in Thailand, Vietnam, India and 
Russia to exchange information and experiences on implementation of the CITES and 
other relevant issues; 

2. Developed and endorsed the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 
development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference (TOR) for Central, Regional and 



border check point officers, Skills Criteria for officers of the Investigation and 
Suppression Division as well as the standard operating procedures (SOPs). Also, 
approved the Customs law (Amended) No.138/P, which addressed wildlife trafficking, 
timbers and NTFPs trading issues, and also included monitoring, inspection, detection as 
well as prosecution process, which aimed to protection of natural resource and wildlife 
species, especially the CITES species; 

3. Strengthened cooperation and shared information to other law enforcement agencies, 
especially the DOFI as the lead agency of Lao.WEN. The sub-project had developed 
processes and procedures necessary to conduct a joint operational investigation of 
wildlife, timbers and NTFP crime with the DOFI, other members of Lao-WEN and 
investigation taskforces. Also, developed the Customs wildlife law enforcement and 
anti-smuggling development plan (CWLADP) that integrated the LCD's law 
enforcement activity to the new Lao-WEN strategy. Furthermore, worked together with 
the lead agencies of Lao-WEN to prepare the Lao-WEN Cooperation Framework (CF) 
Moreover, monthly reported on wildlife trafficking, seizures and related information to 
the Lao-WEN; 

4. Established responsible divisions as the CITES focal points to coordinate and collect 
information on the CITES trade at the regional and international checkpoints, and 
cooperated with other law enforcement agencies, and developed the international 
intelligence sharing mechanisms. In addition, assigned the Information Sector of 
Investigation and Suppression Division, the Inspection Division, and the Investigation 
and Suppression Sectors in 7 regions of international checkpoints in across the country, 
the Goods Inspection Units at all local checkpoints were responsible for implementing 
the CITES. 

Activities for Output 2: Increased capacity development for customs law enforcement 
and anti-smuggling officers against illegal wildlife trade 

L. Raised the LCD staffs awareness and enhanced capabilities to address the risks posed 
by timbers and wildlife smuggling. The sub-project focused on raising awareness and 
motivation on transnational illegal wildlife trafficking in Lao PDR and neighboring 
countries, enhancing an understanding of wildlife products and the modus operandi of 
traffickers and the CITES, and improving knowledge on the wildlife laws in Lao PDR 
and the safe handling of wildlife. Also, produced the CITES video, which enable the 
LCD's staff to have more knowledge and understanding on the CITES as an 
international convention that combines wildlife and trade themes with a legally binding 
instrument for achieving conservation and sustainable utilization, as well as produced the 
signboard on stopping of import-export and transit of the illegal products, wildlife, 
timbers and plant species in and out from Laos, and then showcased at the national and 
international checkpoints; 

2 Developed and delivered the suitable triviny materials on anti-smuggling and law 
enforcement issues including investigation and intelligence techniques, wildlife case 
handling in the Customs context. The critical documents included the toms wildlife 
law enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan (CWLADP), Tents of Reference 
(TOR) for Central, Regional and border check point officers, Skills Criteria for officers 
of the Investigation and Suppression Division as well as the standard operating 
rorhur ($.0e). Aleo, translated the nCEN implementation materiale from English 
into Lao language, this enables the LCD's staff had more understanding on technical 
words, which related to collection and storage of information on national Customs 
enforcement, such as arrest records, foreclosures, criminal records, and other personal or 
criminal information; 



$. The officers of LCD and otlre line departments under the Lao-WIN wre trained and 
coached by an international law enforcement expent for developing the law enforcement 
techniques and skills, and the LCD had enhanced inter-agency cooperation with other 
law enforcement agencies, and effectively implemented the joint operational activities 
Also, the LCD's staff were trained to be trainers on anti-smuggling and law enforcement 
ssues. 

List down lems encountered aadaction taken to overbore those lems 
Problems Encountered in Implementation Actions Taken to Solve Problems 
Delayed the Customs wildlife law Accelerated a process for recruiting an 
enforcement and anti-smuggling international consultant-anti-smuggling 
development plan (CWLADP), Terms of and law enforcement specialist 
Reference (TOR) for Central, Regional and 
border check point officers, Skills Criteria for 
officers of the Investigation and Suppression 
Division as well as the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) 
Delayed approval of the Customs wildlife Urgently called all related divisions of 
law enforcement and anti-smneg8hung the LCD and other law enforcement 
development plan (CWLADP), Terms of agencies to contribute outputs in these 
Reference (TOR) for Central, Regional and critical documents 
border check point officers, Skills Criteria for 
officers of the Investigation and Suppression 
Division as well as the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) 
Delayed payment for a national law Accelerated coordination with an 
enforcement expert on reviewing and international expert to prepare the 
integrating wildlife law enforcement's works necessary documents for processing 
into the Custom law. payment 

Dela d a ent of the nCEN translation Closelv coordinated with the EPF 

Activities for Output 3: Effective sub-project management, reporting and coordination 
L. Effectively implemented, monitored, evaluated and reported the progress of project 

activities including technical, financial, and administrative and procurement aspects in 
line with the LENS-II project guidelines, manual and procedures. Also, coordinated 
with the EPF's office for processing procurement of office supplies and employment 
of a project coordinator, a financial officer and a law enforcement expert in line with 
the World Bank regulation. 

2. Effectively and on-time reported the project progress and results, and updated the 
result framework and indicators. The sub-project had prepared, updated and shared 
the quarterly reports, the agreed actions, summary of the postponed activities due to 
COVID-19 pandemic, the sub-project briefs, information and data on investigation 
and prosecution of wildlife and forest crimes to the EPF, World Bank and other law 
enforcement agencies on time as requested. The LCD had the LENS II mission 
meeting with the World bank and EPF's teams to update about progress, achievement 
of the agreed actions from previous mission, outcomes indicators, budget 
disbursement, procurement, tasks and activities including affects from COVID-19, 
consideration for SP no-cost extension and the way forward. Regarding to other 
coordination aspects were in normal function as specified in the work plan. 

2.6. Major constrains/problems encountered in Sub-project implementation 



service procurement officers, and accelerated 
coordination with a translator to prepare 
necessary documents for processing 
anent< 

Due to the outbreak of CoVID-19 pandemic, Consulted with the WCO, and adjusted 
installing, testing, using and monitoring of the action plan, it was changed from the 
the standalone nCEN applications at the face-face training into the virtual training 
Investigation and Suppression Division, the on standalone nCEN applications 
LCD Director General's office and the 7 
investigation units were delayed. 

Due to the outbreak of €OVID-19 pandemic, 
the LCD's officers were not able to regularly 
attend, participate and implement the 
CITES's works of other projects (follow 
invitation) 
Due to the outbreak of €OVID-19 pandemic 
and the country was in lockdown from • 
19 April 2020, so the activities, meetings, 
workshops and trainings in the 1 quarterly 
work plan were postponed. the LCD was not 
able to implement the activities as planned 

Not so much progress on interagenc 
cooperation of the Lao-WEN (included LCD, 
DOFI, OSPP and DCNEC) 

Often changing and transferring the position 
of governmental officials and project officers 

Some activities were not be able to 
completely implement within the AWPB 
2020 and AWPB 2021 (2" renewal of PICE 
LENS2 project for January -March) 

Adjusted the action plan for participating 
the meetings on the CITES, it was 
changed from the face-face meeting into 
the online meeting 

The sub-project had responded to this 
unexpected situation by consulting 
intemally, coordinating with the EPF, 
also identified locations, prepared ahead 
documents and prepared budgets for 
implementing the project activities. After 
the situation of €OVID-I9 pandemic was 
better and the Government of Laos (GoL) 
announced to return to normal situation. 
The activities were pushed forward 
immediately to ensure success of the 
project's activities. Even thought, those 
activities were delayed, but were 
effectively implemented. 
Fully supported the Lao.WEN and 
effective interagency cooperation of the 
law enforcement agencies as well as 
preparation of the Lao.WEN Cooperation 
Framework (CF) 

Organized the internal meetings for the 
sub-project team to discuss and assign 
new responsible officers 

The sub-project closely consulted with 
the EPF to prepare letters on SP no-cost 
extension. Finally, The EPF had agreed to 
extend the sub-project with no cost, the 
extension was from 1" January 2020 

to 31December 2020 (renewal of the 
PICE-LENS II project for 12 months), and 
the 2"extension was from 1 January to 
31 March 2021 (renewal of the PICE 
LENS II project for 3 months), and the 3" 
extension was from 1 April to 30 June 



2021 (renewal of the PICE-LENS II project 
for 3 months). 

Currency exchange rate fluctuations, sing Closely coordinated with the EPF's 
and calculation of the real exchange rates financial division to seek a solution of 
between the United States dollar and Lao Ki this matter. 
Conclusion of accounting was sometimes Closely worked with the EPF'¢ financial 
inaccurate between the EPF and the sub- division to check the details 

roiect. 

III. FUTURE PLAN AND DIRECTION 

This section describes the plan (including follow up plan or proposal, scale up, replication) to 
sustain Sub-project in the future. How to achieve it and who will do it. 

To sustain the sub-project on "Customs capacity building on combating illegal wildlife, 
timber and non-timber forest products (NTFPs) trade and law enforcement", the LCD will 
continually seek other funding sources for supporting implementation of some activities that 
were initiated by the LCD LENS II project such as: 

• Continually use and disseminate the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti 
smuggling development plan (CWLADP), TOR, Skills Criteria and SOPs that links 
the LCD law enforcement activity to the new Lao.WEN strategy and standard 
operating procedures; 

• Continually use and disseminate the Custom law (Amended) No.138/P at national and 
local levels, 
Continually use and maintain the standalone nCEN applications; 
Continually communicate with the WCO about the standalone nCEN applications and 
other issues; 

• Continually use the nCEN implementation material in both Lao and English versions; 
• Continually canry out mobile randomly-selected operations (patrolling) to frustrate, 

disrupt and inspect the targets informed by risk profiles and intelligence within the 
Customs mandate and jurisdiction 
Continually participate the meeting and discussion on implementation of the Lao 
WEN; 
Continually consult with law enforcement agencies to have MOU on cooperation and 
sharing data and information on wildlife trafficking; 
Continually raise awareness and motivation on anti-wildlife trafficking, and promoting 
the CITES video; 

• Continually attende, participate and implement the CITES's works of other projects 
(follow invitation) 
Continually enhance the Customs law enforcement cooperation with Vietnam, 
Thailand, China and other neighboring countries. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Totally, the sub-project had met targets and its indicators had been achieved. All project 

activities had been effectively implemented with outputs and intermediary outcome 
indicators, which created the longer-term benefits of combating illegal wildlife, timbers and 
NTFPs trade and law enforcement. The sub-project had strengthened anti-smuggling and 
enforcement capacities in regard to wildlife, timbers and NTFPs including intelligence 
collection, assessment and dissemination; Customs enforcement operations; inter-agency 
information sharing; and anti-smuggling operations. The sub-project had provided high 
efforts for enhancing development of the bilateral and regional cooperation mechanisms 



Including the World Custons Organization's Regional lutelligene Liaison Of (RILO'), 
Further, seriously took actions on cross-border cooperation to tackle illegal wildlife trade. 
The sub-project had improved the risk management capabilities of Customs law enforcement. 
Also, strengthened the traditional law enforcement and development plan to target the 
organized criminal activities and corruption. Moreover, improved the LCD's enforcement 
capabilities and operational effectiveness which brought positive impacts on identifying and 
managing threats and risks associated with illegal wildlife, timbers and NTFPs trade. Even 
through, there were some challenges on outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, coordination, 
administration, management and improvement of the LCD's organizational structure and 
others that caused the delayed implantation of project activities. However, in each years from 
2016-2021, the sub- project was able to successfully implement various activities, which 
contributed in developing the Customs sector with details as follows: 

The key achievements during2@16-201; 
• Organized the kick-off meeting for introducing an overall of the sub-project to the 

LCD's responsible committee, stakeholders and all relevant agencies; 
• Appointed the sub-project coordinating committee (The LCD's Decision No. 01142 / 

KPD, dated 27 February 2017); 
Opened the bank account and transferred the first installment to the sub-project 
account, 
Recruited a sub-project coordinator and a financial officer, the employment came into 
force on 1" July 2017; 
Procurement of the IT equipment and office supplies; 
Recruited an international consultant on anti-smuggling and law enforcement in 
September 20I7 to draft the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 
development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference (TOR) for central, regional and 
border checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for officers of the Investigation and 
Suppression Division as well as the standard operating procedures (SO0Ps); 

• Conducted the training on "Anti-smuggling of illegal trade of wildlife, timbers, 
NTFPe and law enforcement" in three parts of Lao PDR; 
Participated in discussion on drafting the Lao.WEN action plan; 
Attended the CITES study tour in India; 
Detected the 35 CITES-related cases; 

• Approximately 32% of the total AWPB (181,191 USD) was spent for implementing 
the project activities 

Theke achievements in 2018: 
Drafted the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan 
(CWLADP) and action plans; 
Attended th CITES conference in the United Kingdom; 

• Participated in the meeting to disseminate the Prime Minister's Order No. 05/ PM in 
Khammouane province; 
Drafted the suitable training materials on anti-smuggling and law enforcement issues; 

• Collaborated with the Customs Management Division I, II, IHI, border checkpoints 
and risk areas to carry out mobile randomly-selected operations (patrolling) to 
frustrate, disrupt and inspect the targets informed by risk profiles and intelligence, and 
to inspect the field site for establishing focal points in the Northern part of Lao PDR; 
Recruited a new sub-project coordinator and a financial officer; 
Completed the project planning and procurement of a Ford Ranger car for the sub 
project; 



Made the MOU between the LCD and the DOFI on coordination mechanism and 
information/data exchange; 
Organized the internal consultation meetings on drafting of the Customs wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference 
(TOR) for central, regional and border checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for officers 
of the Investigation and Suppression Division as well as the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs), as well as developed the training courses. Also, translated the 
CWLADP, TOR, Skills Criteria and SOPs from English into Lao language; 
Three-part training on "Anti-Smuggling in illegal trade of aquatic animals, wildlife, 
timbers, NTFPs and Law Enforcement" by using the training curriculum; 

• Attended the CITES conference in Russia; 
Attended the study tour on anti-smuggling in illegal trade of aquatic animals, wildlife, 
timbers, NTFPs and Law Enforcement in Thailand; 
Recruited an international consultant on anti-smuggling and law enforcement in 
September 2017; 
Detected the 173 CITES-related cases, which was increased S times in comparing 
with previous year, 

• Approximately 76% of the total AWPB (271,451 USD) was spent for implementing 
the project activities. 

Thekey achievements in2@19; 
• Submitted the 2019 annual action plan the EPF and the World Bank; 

Appointed a new sub-project director (a former director was retired); 
Issued the LCD's notification on appointing responsible officials and divisions for 
implementing the CITES's work at international, national and local checkpoints; 
Procured computers for compiling cases, patrol equipment, and developed the 
awareness publications and materials; 

• Established the CITES Unit by appointing the CITES responsible officers at the 
Customs Management Divisions and border checkpoints; 

• Organized the consultation meetings on drafting the Customs wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference 
(TOR) for central, regional and border checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for officers 
of the Investigation and Suppression Division as well as the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs); 

• Raised awareness on anti-smuggling in illegal trade of aquatic animals, wildlife, 
timbers, NTFPs and law enforcement, which included brochure writing, the signboard 
on stopping of import-export and transit of the illegal products, wildlife, timbers and 
plant species in and out from Laos, and the CITES video, which were showcased at 
the national and international checkpoints; 

• Approximately 34.6% of the total AWPB (260,600 USD) was spent for implementing 
the project activities. 

The kev achievements in 2020: 
Translated the nCEN implementation materials from English into Lao language; 
Cooperated and coordinated with neighboring countries such as Vietnam, Thailand 
and China on Customs law enforcement; 
Organized the consultation meetings on drafting the Customs wildlife law 
enforcement and anti-smuggling development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference 
(TOR) for central, regional and border checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for officers 



of the Investigation and Suppression Division as well as the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs); 
Recruited a national law enforcement expert to work together with the LCD on 
reviewing and integrating the wildlife law enforcement's works into the new Customs 
law; 
Endorsed the Customs law (Amended) No.138/P on 10" August 2020, and it was 
disseminated to all relevant sectors at national and local levels; 
The 4 times of patrolling in risk areas to inspect and collect information on target 
groups who were involved in illegal trade of wildlife, timbers and NTFPs including 
smuggling of general and control goods; 
Participated in the Lao.WEN meetings 
Recruited a new project coordinator and a financial officer; 
Detected the 45 CITES-related cases; 
Approximately 77.3% of the total AWPB (154,551 USD) was spent for implementing 
the project activities. 

Thekeachievements in2@2r(January-June; 
• Endorsed and disseminated the Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling 

development plan (CWLADP), Terms of Reference (TOR) for central, regional and 
border checkpoint officers, Skills Criteria for officers of the Investigation and 
Suppression Division as well as the standard operating procedures (SOP9), ; 
Set up the CITES Unit at central and local (at the Regional Customs Management 
Division), which based on the endorsed CWLADP. The four documents been 
endorsed by I8 June 2021. Furthermore, LCD has approved and published them on 2l 
June 2021; 
Conducted the operational trainings on anti-smuggling and law enforcement issues; 

• Obtained and set up the standalone nCEN applications; 
• Organized the training for technical Information and Communications Technology 

(ICT) team on maintaining and operating the nCEN applications; 
The training for operational user team on data entry, report customization and 
maintain crime records; 

• Conducted the monitoring of the standalone nCEN applications at the Investigation 
and Suppression Division, the LCD DG's office and 7 investigation units; 
LCD has signed the contract to promote the CITES video with the Lao Star 
International Sole Co., Ltd, on 25 June 2021; 
Detected the S cases of timbers. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON LESSONS LEARNED 

a. What should be done in the future? 
Should appoint the steering committee/task force to closely work with an international 
consultant for drafting the LCD's strategies and policies (For instance, the CWLADP, 
TOR, Skills Criteria and SOPs: 
The intemnational organization and all related agencies should get more involved in 
amending the Custom law (n case the custom law wIll be revised aga u (lie 
future); 
Should increase number of participant and training session on using and maintaining 
of the standalone nCEN applications; 



The nCEN implementation material should be translated by the LCD's officer who are 
familiar with technical words of the CEN, instead of using service of translation 
company; 
Should increase number of join operations (patrolling) between the LCD, DOFI, 
OSPP and DCNEC to frustrate, disrupt and inspect the targets of illegal wildlife trade; 
The meeting and discussion on implementation of the Lao-WEN should be regularly 
organized; 

• Should make the MOU and Cooperation Framework (CF) of 4 law enforcement 
agencies (the LCD, DOFI, OSPP and DCNEC) on cooperation and sharing 
data/information on wildlife trafficking; 

• Should simplify the procurement process; 
• Should fix the currency exchange rate between US dollar and Lao Kip, the currency 

exchange rate fluctuation had caused inaccurate conclusion of accounting between the 
EPF and the sub-project 

b, What should be avoided in the future? 
I. Long process of procurement; 
2.Use the company service for translating the technical materials and documents; 
3. Often improvement of the project's organizational structure or changing of 

responsible officers; 
4. Delayed payment or approval of the budget plan, work plan and etc. 

e. General recommendations 
I. Development of the coordination and cooperation mechanisms with the internal 

project teams and other agencies that involved in implementing the project; 
2. Designing the response plan to help the project team for addressing various 

unexpected situations that could occur during the project implementation, for 
instance, outbreak of €OVID-19 pandemic; 

3. Development of the standard system for sharing the updated information and data on 
wildlife, timbers and NTFPs cases at local and national levels, all law enforcement 
agencies should be able to quickly access the database; 

4. Development of the model for investigation and prosecution of wildlife, timbers and 
NTFPe eases that is able to provide clear steps and processes for the law enforcement 
officers to follow up step by step; 

5. Development of the prosecution and reporting tracking system. 
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Project Development Objective (LENS2-PDO)

Sub-project objective (SPO)

YR 1 (2016) YR 2 (2017) YR3 (2018) YR4 (2019)
No-cost Ext. 

(2020)

No-cost Ext. 

(2021)

Plan 0 2 3 5 5 5

Revised 0 3

Actual 0 3 3 10 13 5

Plan 36% 48% 62% 62% 62% 62%

Revised

Actual 18% 36% 56% 76% 74% 74%

Plan 2 3 4 9 9 9

Revised

Actual 0 2 5 10 10 9

Plan 5 7 9 9 9 9

Revised

Actual 0 5 6 6 9 9

Total Plan 20 40 60 120 120 120

Revised

Study tour 0 0 3 4 1

Training 0 0 150 145 230 253 288

20 20 20 20 20 20

0 30 20 20 20 20

Plan 85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 85%

Revised

Actual 0 25% 75% 90% 90% 90%

LCD M&E

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3  

(LCD)

At least 85 percentage of awareness attained by measuring the 

evaluation of content awareness in raising events. At the end of 

each awareness raising event, LCD will carry out an evaluation of 

the event by using an evaluation form distributed to participants.

IOI 6: Raised staff awareness and enhanced capabilities to 

address the risks posed by timber and wildlife smuggling
% 0 Annual

Annual report of LCD 

on anti-

smuggling/progress 

report of the 

subproject

The intermediate indicator supports the PDO dimension 

“environmental management and assessment.” It measures the 

number of individual staff of Subproject Delivery Agencies (SDA) 

and SDA partner institutions that receive eligible training and so, 

indirectly the strengthening of SDA and partners institutions 

capacities. “Formal short courses” refers to training with longer 

than 16 hours and less than 80 hours qualify. A person receiving 

several courses can be counted more than once.

% staff
Female 

beneficiary
0

The sub-indicator disaggregates the parent indicator to measure 

the level of female participation in training and track potential 

gender issues. The female beneficiary refers to the number of 

female participants in the total number of staff of SDA and SDA 

partner’s institutions that receive formal short courses or 

participate in study tours.

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3 

(LCD)

Increase in the score of the degree of development, adoption and 

use of of wildlife, non-timber forest product (NTFP) and timber 

trade control instruments which can include strategy, toolkits etc..., 

scored from 1 to 9. Preparaton and consultation =1; Final draft and 

submission = 3; Validation and official adoption =5; Use and 

monitoring =7 and having concrete results in implementation =9

Component 2. Capacity development for customs law enforcement and anti-smuggling officers against illegal wildlife and timber trade

IOI 5: Staff of SDA and SDA partner institutions that 

received formal short training course or participate in study 

tours  (number) 

#staff

0

Annual

Annual report of LCD 

on anti-

smuggling/progress 

report of the 

subproject

LCD M&E

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3  

(LCD)

IOI 4: Degree of development, adoption and use of wildlife, 

non-timber forest product (NTFP) and timber trade control 

instruments

Number of 

scores
0 Annual

Annual report of law 

enfrocement 

instrument 

development

LCD M&E

The score of functional capacity is an index provided through 5 

capacity criteria, each scored from 1 to 10 such as (a) existence of 

a functional management team, (b) staffing, (c) fiducuary system, 

(d) recurrent and operational budget, and (d) an official strategy on 

anti-smuggling and customs law enforecements including wildlife 

and timber trade.

Component 1. Customs wildlife law enforcement and anti-smuggling strategy development

IOI 3: Strengthened national wildlife and timber anti-

smuggling capability through the approved customs wildlife 

law enforcement and anti-smuggling development strategy 

for  joint operations between Lao Customs and other 

members of Lao WEN. 

Number of 

joint 

operations

0 Annual
Annual report of LCD 

on joint inspections
LCD M&E

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3 

(LCD)

The number of joint inspections conducted by LCD and other 

members of Lao WEN. This indicator reflects the level of 

cooperation and partnership between Lao Customs Department 

and other members of Lao-WEN in combating illegal wildlfe and 

timber trade as being guided by the Customs Wildlife Law 

Enforcement and Anti-Smuggling Strategy.

Subproject related PDO indicator

LCD M&E

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3 

(LCD)

Reviews to evaluate capability of LCD's Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-Smuggling Division in performaing tasks and 

activities as described in its' charter and sub-project outcomes and 

outputs. 

OI 2: Improvement of the score of functional capacity of LCD 

Anti-smuggling Division

% 

(average of 

all criteria)

18% Annual
Annual report of LCD 

on joint inspections
LCD M&E

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3 

(LCD)

OI 1: International illegal trade information report submitted 

by LCD Anti-Smuggling Division to Lao WEN and 

international law enforcement or monitoring agencies 

(LENS2- PDO Outcome Indicator 2)

% 0 Annual
LCD information report 

to listed agencies

Result Framework of Sub-Project

Customs capacity building on combating illegal wildlife and timber trade and law enforcement

To help strengthen selected environmental protection management systems, specifically for protected areas conservation, enforcement of wildlife laws, and environmental assessment management. 

To improve Lao Customs Department capacity to target high risk wildlife-related cargo shipments crossing Lao PDR.

Indicators Unit 
Baseline 

(2016)

Annual Target Values
Reporting 

Frequency

Data Source/ 

Methodology

Resp. for Data 

Collection

Responsible for  Data 

Analysis and Reporting
Description (indicator definition)



Plan 2 4 6 6 6 6

Revised

Actual 0 0 3 6 6 6

Plan 180 360 360 360

Revised

Actual 35 231 357 406 370

Plan 50% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Revised

Actual 0 30,89 % 65% 62% 51% 78%

LCD M&E

LCD Coordinator in 

collaboration with project 

M&E and EPF M&E

This indicator supports the PDO dimension: “wildlife law 

enforcement.” It aims at measuring the strength and effectiveness 

of SDAs to prevent and detect wildlife crimes through the 

implementation of their core activities such as patrolling, check 

point control, etc.

Wildlife crime cases detected refers to domestic and/or 

international evidence of a potential crime detected, inspected, 

found and/or confiscated. 

Component 3. Sub-project management, reporting and coordination

IOI 8: Cumulative percentage of AWPB spent to implement 

the project activities
% 0 Annual

Six-month progress 

report/annual progress 

report

LCD

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3 

(LCD)

Cummulative percentage of AWPB spent to implement the project 

activities will reflect the increased capacity in project management 

including preparing work plan, progress report and result 

framework monitoring.

IOI 8. Wildlife crime cases detected by law enforcement 

officers of SDAs supported by the project (number) 

(cumulative)

#case 0 Cumulative
LCD recording system 

and cases report

IOI 7. Suitable training materials on anti-smuggling and law 

enforcement issues developed and delivered and 

incorporated into the curriculum of the Customs Training 

center

#staff 0 Annual

Annual report of LCD 

on anti-

smuggling/progress 

report of the 

subproject

LCD M&E

Customs Control, 

Inspection and Anti-

smuggling Division 1, 2, 3  

(LCD)

Number of training topics developed and delivered and adopted by 

LCD in the incorporation of the LCD Training Center.






